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Desert Storm general
will be parade marshal
By ANN GILL
Staff editor

ade preparations
thards, juni01~ works on the construction of a flat bed float Tuesday. The float is sponsored by
Chi Alpha ahd Delta Zeta and will be part of the Homecoming Parade, which will begin at 9:30

This year's Homecoming will
have a different meaning for
Brigadier General Roscoe M.
Cougill.
Oen. Cougill, a Charleston
native and 1963 graduate of
Eastern, has been chosen grand
marshal for Eastern 's annual
Homecoming parade on Saturday
as part of "America the Beautiful:
EIU Salutes the Red. White, and
Blue."
As communications staff offi·
cer to General H. Norman Schwarzkopf, Gen. Cougill spent eight
months in Saudi Arabia while
serving in Operation Desert
Storm.
Currently. Oen. Cougill is the
director of the Command and
Control. Communications, and
Computer Systems Directorate at
U.S. Central Command at
MacDill Air Force Base. Fla.
According to Chris Cougill.
son of the general, the directorate
is the base for all the communica·
tions for satellites that link messages from different sectors of the

Brig, Gen. Roscoe Cott8ill

military such as the U.S. Navy to
the marines.
Gen. Cougill 's return for
Homecoming will also mark his
first trip back to Charleston in
over five months, Chris said.
"He (the general) was back to
see me right after his return home
(from Saudi Arabia)," he added.
Gen. Cougill and his wife
t Continued on page 2A

culty union president: A di~aster is coming
COMB - Faculty mem·
presenting five universied the hallway outside the
ae Room of the Western
Is University Student
Thursday, where the
of Governors was about
in Its monthly meeting.
h of the more than 100
y members held large
signs bearing slogans that
Quality education needs
ty salaries'' and "Keep
ty professors." Mitch
, president of the BOO's
ty union. the University
asionals of Illinoiii, dis·
d yellow buttons bearing
ssage. "We've been TOO
for TOO LONG" that
testers placed on shirts.
1 and jackets.
the BOO meeting opened.
rotesters filed into the
, a number nearly filling
vallable seats among the
ce and others standing in
k of the room.
when BOO Chair Robert
aave Vogel the opportunity
dress the board. the
1ters, still displaying the
, formed a half-circle
d the seated board mem·

an address interrupted by
ent applause from the
ting faculty, Vogel told the

that it faced an "impend·
ster.

BOG continues Rives' evaluation
The Board of Governors has not officially fin·
ished its evaluation of President Stan Rives
despite four hours spent in executive session
Thursday.
"It's still continuing,'' BOO Chancellor
Thomas Layzell said after the closed meeting.
Rives would only say. "No statement,'' after
emerging from the meeting. He has before point·
ed out that details of personnel evaluations,
including his own, should remain private.
Layzell did not rule out the possibility that
board members will continue their evaluation of
Rives at their next regular meeting in early
December or that the board will call a special
meeting before then.
"There is a possibility of a special meeting,''
he said.
However, BOO spokeswoman Michelle
Brazell later told The News, "there are no sched·
uled meetings at this point between the president
and the board before the next board meeting."
"It is important that we
(protesters) be here; it is impor·
tant you listen; and it is impor·
tant you take some action or a
worse action will come our
way," Vogel told the board.
"A disaster is coming and is
probably already here." he
warned.
Eastern faculty. along with the
faculty of the four other BOG
universities, have been working
without a contract since Sept. 2,
and negotiations between the
faculty union and the board have=
failed to settle the two aroups'

Rives and the four other BOG university pres·
ident11 met with board members Sept. 26 to
undergo their annual performance reviews.
Rives, who was the third of five presidents to b~
evaluated, was the only president to have his
evaluation continued past that day.
Since then, Rives has met privately with
Layzell and BOO Chair Robert Ruiz, although
specific topics of their discussions have not been
revealed.
Brazell called Rives' evaluation a "difficult
situation."
"There are some. difficult issues that both the
president and the board arc trying to work
through." she said.
''We sincerely hope for a resolution to this sit·
uation soon." Brazell added.
Thursday marks the second official postpone·
ment of the completion of Rives' performance
review.

differences.
·Union members voted last
Friday to authorize a strike vote.
Vogel has said the only step
remaining before a faculty walk·
out at Eastern, Western Illinois.
Northeastern Illinois. Oovernor11
State and Chicago State univer·
sities is the completion of medi·
ation between the two sides.
Vogel reiterated Thursday
what the union is seeking from
its contract negotiations: salary
equity with faculty nationwide,
maintenance of that equity once
it is achieved, reimbursement for

'

• Faculty demonstrators say they
would support a
strike. Page 3A.

"The board really wants facul·
ty to have (better pay and benefits)," BOO spokeswoman
Michelle Brazell said Thursday.
"There's just no money.''
During his address, Vogel
cited specific "disasters" related
to lllinois' declining funding of
education during the last 1S
years that have led to the current
standoff between the faculty
union and the board.
"There has been a 20 percent
decline in higher education's
share of the state budget. yet we
~re serving more students," he
said.
11 There has been a l S percent
- Staff report
decrease in actual dollars in fac·
increased health care costs and ulty paychecks, yet faculty are
harder than ever.
access to an early retirement working
11There has been a 400 percent
plan available to other state
increase in tuition costs state·
employees.
"When your employees earn wide, with its concomitant bur·
on the average 1S percent less den on our students.'' Vogel con·
than the average at other cam- tinued.
"The pension fund your uni·
puses. they are subsidizing uni· versity
employees must depend , ·
versities with a 15 percent tax on
on
for
their
sustenance after 20
11
their income." he said. ... That
or
30
years
of loyal service is
15 percent is in reality a tax
now
on
the
verge of financial
upon the willingness of your fac·
disaster."
ulty and staff to stay with the
Vogel then cited "more dispir·
Board of Governors. It is the iting''
developments of the past
price tag on commitment and
year.
loyalty."
- • Cantinuttd on l'<lf4e .?A
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Desert
t From page one
Sallie, a 1966 Eastern graduate,
will spend the majority of their
weekend in Charleston visiting
with their son, Chris, a sophomore pre-engineering major.
"We really don't have much
planned; he will get in late
Friday and is leaving on Sunday," Chris said.
Aside from the parade, Gen.
Cougill will attend the Eastern
Panther's football game against
Illinois State University, Chris
said.
"We came back (for Homecoming) a few years ago but we
didn't get to spend too much
time," Chris said. "We only
stayed along enough to watch
the band; my dad was a member
of the band (when he attended

Eastern)."
According to Homecoming
Chair Brad Kirk, the Homecoming committee first learned
about Cougill and his position in
Desert Storm after a call from
Cougill 's wife, who called to
comment on a "spectacular"
theme for this year's Homecoming and how it related to
Cougill.
After telling the Homecoming
committee about the call, they
asked Gen. Cougill to serve as
grand marshall of the parade,
Kirk said.
"Cougill is a hero for Eastern," said Blake Wood, parade
co-chair.
Throughout his 27-year military career, Gen. Cougill has
served in a number of key positions, including chief of opera-

tions for the 27th Communications Squadron at Andersen Air
Force Base in Guam, as well as
officer-in-charge of two operating locations at DaNang and
Bein Hoa air bases in the
Republic of Vietnam.
Cougill has also served in the
Directorate of Command,
Control and Telecommunications at the Pentagon and in·
1983 Cougill became executive
officer of the Command, Control and Communications Division, lnte'rnational Military
Staff, Headquarters North Atlantic Treaty Organization, in
Brussels, Belgium.
Following his retirement,
Gen. Cougill and his family plan
to reside in a home on Sixth St.
in Charleston.
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RAMEN NOODLES
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Beef of
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Reg. 29¢ each
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Good Thru 10-26
Bring Coupon with

5 foot

HALLOWEEN C
Great for
Party Decorating
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$
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Faculty
ernment executive officers to speak to the board
.concerning President Stan Rives' ongoing evalua"Our governor has equated a 1.3 percent cut in
tion, said student government is concerned about
funding with making higher education a high prifaculty salaries.
ority," he said.
"We are in support of our faculty," she said. "I
"The new chair of the Board of Higher
feel the Board of Governors is in support of
Education (Arthur Quern) has cited an economic
them."
downturn and has asked all university boards and
Student Body Executive Vice President Kristy
presidents to downsize their programs."
Koch agreed but pointed out the state's financial
Vogel added, "Given this record, can anyone
woes may not allow the board to meet union
wonder why the faculty and staff are gathered in
demands.
this room! We can only wonder why they were not
The faculty salary concerns are "not unfoundhere earlier.
ed," she said, "but the financial situation of the
"We are .pledged in solidarity not to leave the
state is not good at all."
bargaining table without substantial relief," he
And Rives said there is no disagreement with
added.
Vogel that faculty salaries are not what they
Ruiz responded publicly to Vogel's address.
should be.
"You have our commitment ·to work: with y.ou at·
"
"·
.
:
·
. _.
. - .,
, ,. t , _, :, -.. • .... ,. " • '" ,, , • 1
.
Vogel presented his case well, ·and t fold Mitch
the .bargaining table ... and to .come up with an nreviou,sl_x tbere is no ,d).s;lgreeD;len,t.between J..aG:eq ut~bl& 'pfan 'for-faculty 11nd--staff at BGU uni- .'.-r,i"'' .,, .. ~,( '· ''... " '
· - ·· " . ~
.
.
. ··
·. .
u ty, administration and the board," Rives said.
versities " he said.
. .
'
M
"The question is how to do that. Where do you get
Student Body President artha Price, who the resources?"
attended the meeting with four other student gov-
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IN THE MIDDLE BAR

in
conjunction
with

ACOUSTIC ARTIST

615 Monroe. Chorleston. ll 61920

(217) 345-HEVN

BRIAN CUTRIGHT
Playing: The Beatles, James Taylor, Gordon Lightfoot,
Dan Fogelberg, Billy Joel, And _Many Originals.
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!
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monstrators voice
'llingness to strike
fessional growth "goes too far," he
added.
Like the other faculty memCOMB - Faculty demon- bers present at the meeting, acag at the monthly Board of demic support professional Paula
rs meeting Thursday said Danowski said, "I'll support (a
ould support a strike if union strike) if it comes. If (the BOG
·ons with ihe BOG do not doesn't) do anything, it will come."
a settlement.
A number of students were also
than 100 faculty members demonstrating alongside faculty at
estern and the four other Thursday's meeting to show their
universities - including support of faculty and a settlement
- attended the meeting to
"We want to get it over with,"
signs and hold banners in said Bradley Spear, a student
of Mitch Vogel, president demonstrating with the faculty. ·
University Professionals of "They are good people, and they
, in his speech urging the deserve a break."
reach closure in contract
The Student Government
"ons.
Association at Western passed a
spokeswoman Michelle resolution last Tuesday concluding
said the demonstration was "the professors of WIU receive our
'cation of the tremendous appreciation and gratitude for their
tion on both sides of the hard work in e_d ucating us.
e're frustrated, too."
Furthermore, we support them in
previous faculty contract their contract negotiations."
MIKE ANSCHUETZ/Associate photo editor
on Sept. 1 and since then
The resolution also said "the stu, the union representing the dents of WIU directly benefit from
ulty, has been working for a teaching faculty which is not dis- Delta Tau Delta fraternity members, carry Reggie the Redbird, the Illinois State University mascot, at a bonfire Thursday at the field across from Taylor Hall as part of a Homecoming ritual. See page SA for more
equity with national norms, tracted by outside concerns."
th care benefits and early
Vogel said the faculty's main information on Homecoming events.
toptions.
concern is teaching and research
equity is a very impor- and agreed that the negotiations
sue to us," said English were "taking time away from that."
r Maurine Magliocci, who ·
Although Student Senate execu- By CATHY MYERS
Adams questioned the barsident of Western 's UPI tive members said they did not and CHRIS SEPER
tender and the manager of Ike's
r and an organizer of know if a similar resolution was in Staff writers
about the missing unit, but neiy's demonstration. Mag- the works for Eastern, Chief of
ther knew anything about it,
'd she has been working at Staff Brett Gerber said, "I think
A Pepsi dispenser unit located police reports said.
ersity for 24 years - her we'd support the faculty. We want in the back room at Ike's Little
The last time the management
adult life" - and her salary negotiations to go well."
Campus, 409 Lincoln Ave., that saw the equipment in the back tern on. He stated in the police
percent below the nationTurkish student Hasan Gencturk, is val!led at more than $1,500 room was the day that they con-· reports that the alarm did not
who has attended Western since was :i:eported stolen by Marion tacted Marion Bottling to pic;k it activate during the alleged burbody demonstrates, noth- August; said teachers are not val- Bottling Co., of Marion, Ill.
up. The management thought glary.
change," said Dennis Hart, ued as much in the United States as
• A window was damaged to a
The report was made to the that Marion Bottling had already
ear assistant professor of in Turkey. Gencturk said the quali- Charleston Police Department at
picked it up and said they do not car parked at the Immanuel
science.
ty of teachers affects our education 1:40 p.m. Monday.
know where it went, according Lutheran Church and Student
pay for associate and full and our future.
Center, 902 Cleveland Ave.,
The Pepsi machine was left in to the police report.
is flagrantly criminal," he
"I think if (the BOG) doesn't the back room for a Marion
sometime
between 7:30 p.m.
• A car stereo system worth
comparing BOG faculty pay teachers (better), the best Bottling employee to pick up.
more than $1,930 and a .wallet Saturday and 6: 18 a.m. Sunday.
to national norms. Hart (teachers) are the first to go," he Ike's had contacted the company
According to police reports,
were reported missing from a
ough he likes Western a added.
the
rear window of the car was
on Sept. 14 to pick up the ma- Jeep parked in a parking lot at
e is "little incentive to
Magliocci said Western's faculty chine because they had switched 2409 Eighth St. The report of the broken with a sandstone block.
has been demonstrating "on and off to Coke products, according to incident was made at 7:35 a.m.
RQllie Myers, 45, who is the
alism Professor Deike for about a month now." However, police reports.
of the church, noticed the
pastor
on Oct. 11.
said faculty salary faculty members have not been
damage
Sunday morning, but
After John Adams, who is a
The alleged theft occurred
are important, but he is missing class to demonstrate.
worker in the maintenance and anywhere between 1:45 to 7 a.m. said he did not remember seeing
concerned with "better
"Bargaining unit members are service department for Marion on Oct. 11.
it damaged at 7:30 p.m. the preconditions." The BOG's not doing anything to jeopardize
vious
night.
Bottling, received the paperwork
James Rose, 20, of 2403
extension of the proba- our work," Kathy Fischer, assisKevin
Carroll, 19, of 664
to pick up the machine, he dis- Eighth St., left the Jeep in the
'od for new faculty and tant professor of health studies at
Carman
Hall,
had parked the car
covered the unit was missing.
parking lot with the alarm sysaluations to enhance pro- Western, added.
at 5:30 p.m. the night before.

~ ....Jf;
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Carried away

Pepsi machine stolen from Ike's

stern organizations help in recycling efforts
note: This is the final artithree-part series on the
1Jf recycling throughout
, the state, the city and at

Pat Krones owes a lot to
helped her graduate.
a graduate student in the
department, was a resitant her senior year at
she won the Richard
b scholarship from the
idence Hall Honorary.
larship is funded by the
ycling efforts on cammitely helped me get
!,"she said
oney raised to pay
larship, one of two of
funds in conjunction
m's Housing Departraised by Terry Turnba40 other students who
NRHH recycling com·nee sets up recycling
in the various residence
ollects aluminum cans.

Doesn't sound like much, huh?
"We were getting around 700
pounds of aluminum per week. It's
probably the biggest program on
campus," said Tumbarello, the student chair of the recycling committee.
That 700 pounds per week adds
up to about $150 each week to IO
days, enough to fund the Enoch and
Sean McKinney Scholarship funds
- from the interest alone.
But money isn't the driving force
behind the recycling effort,
Tumbarello said.
"Environmental concerns are big
with everybody," Tumbarello said.
"This is something we're doing
environmentally as well as economically."
Another group recycling out of
environmental con8ciousness is the
local Newman Catholic Community.
"We purchase recycled products
whenever we can, but we have limited buying p6wer sometimes," said
Roy Lanham, director of the nonprofit center. "The products are
more expensive, but when the
demand for them goes up and an
effort is made, the price will go
down."
The price of recycling has had its
impact on the recycling efforts

throughout Charleston. Last year it
was discovered that Kleenwel
Disposal, which has two recycling
bins - one in the Wilb Walker parking lot on J.,incoln Avenue - was
burying some recycled goods local
residents collected because they
couldn't sell the trash. Following
that disclosure, a local resident
scrapped his plan for a curbside
collection program in the town.
"If there's not a market for recycled products, then the second part
(making the recycled goods into
actual products) is not going to
happen," Lanham said.
"There is a dual benefit (in recycling)," said Mark Shaklee,
Eastern 's associate director of housing. "The products aren't thrown in
a landfill, and they get recycled."
Shaklee has been instrumental in
mak!ng the NRHH program the
success it has been. "(Shaklee) gets
us anything we need, down to a
hose for (cleaning) the van,"
Tumbarello said. "(He) is just phenomenal."
But the NRHH isn't the only
recycler on campus. Eastern 's
physical plant has been recycling
goods for some time now under the
direction of Gary Hanebrink.
The plant has its own compost
site on campus made up of shrubs

ernments and individual counties
and schools," Lanham said. ''They
buy everything from toilet paper to
textbooks."
One of those consumers Hanebrink would like to see take the initiative is Eastern.
Only two departments at Eastern
currently buy recycled goods,
and leaves collected by workers. according to Elda Hall, Eastern's
Also, motor oil is recycled, the director of purchasing. The Uni~
food services at Eastern have been versity Print Shop has recently
selling their excess fats and oils to a started buying recycled paper and
Kentucky-based processor to be The Daily Eastern News has been
made into dog food and the physi- using 200,000 pounds of recycled
cal plant has always sold their scrap paper and 3,900 pounds of environsteel to the local steel yard in mentally-safe soy ink a year.
Mattoon.
Charleston Mayor Wayne
"When I was growing up, there Lanman said that no recycling prowas always scrap steel yards," grams are currently on the city's
Hanebrink said. ''They didn't call it. agenda. "It hasn't been discussed
recycling then.
since last year (when the curbside
"Right now the recycling market program was dropped)," Lanman
is flat," he added. 'The consumers said.
are real good about collecting the
Lanham, however said he would
goods. What we need to work on like to see more pressure put on
now is reintroducing the goods local governments to force them
back into the market."
into the recycling effort.
Hanebrink and Lanham each
"People want to recycle, (but
said they would like to see con- they don't), and without a market
sumers get into the habit of buying you can't blame them," Lanham
recycled goods as well as collecting said.
them.
"It's ·time for local governments
"The largest buying power to make a statement for our envicomes from the local and state gov- ronment," he added.
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ast ern N ews Differences make for interesting conversati

I don't know about you, but
before I left to go to college
mom and dad always told me
that my college days would be
the best days of my life.
Ya know, they were right.
Ma and Pa lllso told me that I
would meet all kinds of people
and make ne_w friends at col·
lege.
You guessed It, they were
right again.
Anet a family friend told me Ann
"the friends you make In college Giii
will be friends for life," ancf I - - - - - truly believe that statement to
, be true.
But In all of the pre-c:ollege talk, the one thing
Editorials represent the opinion
that no one told me Is t.h at everyone talks differently.
of the editorial board. Columns
I don't mean that they talk funny, they just pronounce and use words In a different context than I
are the opinion of the author.
do.
I am not trying to say that I am the "supreme
FRIDAY,- OCTOBER 18, 1991
being" when It comes to pronunciation or word
usage but something seemed strange about the way
other people talked.
Let me explain It to you.
Although, I have never gone caddy-corner, I hear
It Is about the same as going kitty-corner and even
though I wash my clothes, r stlll have friends that
Wc1rsh their clothes.
And, since I am always giving people a hard time
about warshlng I wanted to make sure that I wasn't
saying It wrong, so I looked up warshed In the die·
Want to get In touch with Vic Robeson? tlonary and you know It wasn't there. So for all of
Don't bother calling the Physical Plant or the you who thought warsh'ed was a word, according to
business office. Call him at home because that Webster's you were wrong.
Aside from wttrshed some others ate hard to dis·
ls where he's at.
tlngulsh from so to help me further understand I am
It seems ever since he resigned from his going
to give you five the most puzzling to me.

OPINION
page

Is -vie _working
or is Vic sitting
for $60,.000?

position as associate vice president for faclllti es and director of the physical plant,
Robeson has been earning his $60,000 plus a
year, for "working" out of his home.
This all seems odd. The secretary, who Is
stlll taking messages for Robeson at the Physical Plant said Robeson Is

Note: please excuse the spelling be
understand the differences you have to spell
they sound.
1.) barrette or berrette
2.) creek or crick
3.) hacker or haucker
4.) Terre Haute or Terra Hote, Ind.
5.) fork or fark.
But even with my misconceptions of the
elation of these flve, I thlnl< that I have been
understand most of the varieties of pronu
that I have heard over the past three years.
Yet, there Is one pronunciation that really
and that ls jolly-et. Joliet Is a city approxlma
mlles south of Chicago and It Is pronounced
not Jolly-et.
But pronunciation ls not the only thing
noticed to be different l\mong Eastern studen
People from different parts of the state h
ferent names for the same things.
Lll<e pop and sodd.
To be honest (like a journalist should be) I
have had any real feelings as to weather It w
or soda, but, I always mal<e It a point to call
just to make my friend Tracey mad.
However, a frlencl of mine who always calls
refers the word soda as cllrbonated water. So
ask him for a soda you better be prepllred.
aut aside from pop or soda, there are some
that come to mind.
Like dinner and supper, bag and sack, n
and chain, and what about romote and flipper?
I don't know the answers and I don't kn
ever will but, one thing I have to say Is that thl
has sure made for some Interesting conversa
Well, I think I'll go have a sad11t-pop while I

warsh.
Ann 0111 Is edit page editor and t'l columnist
Dally Eastern News.

Editorial wo~k~~~1~~t~~r~!~t~~~~e

_ __...__.... president for business
affairs, said Robeson Is not working out of his
home.
So. just wh re Is Vic working?
.
In Septemb r, Robeson announced his resignation from .th univ rslty under pressure
from Colbert. Because of binding contract
regulations_, Robeson has to stick around until
March. H has been reassigned untll his
effective resignation date as the special assls·
tant to Colbert.
When contacted last week, Robeson was
working at home. Why? "Office space Is tight
at Eastern," was his explanation.
Apparently, It was a surprise to Colbert
because he didn't know his "special assistant"
was working at home. Colbert thought
Robeson had retained his office In the
Physical Plant.
, ,
In effect, the taxpayers and students pay1ng tuition are handing over more than
$3{),000 for the "special assistant to Colbert"
to sit on his couch at home with no supervl·
slon.
Colbert and Robeson claim Robeson's
duties are to help with the finishing touches
on the Student Recreation Center and
Lumpkin College of Business, as well as helping with Greek Court. If he's doing these
, things, fine.
But, wouldn't It be easier to check up on
the finishing phases In the Rec Center If he
could walk over and take a look? How _can
Robeson know If everything Is up to code In
Lumpkin Hall If he can't look at It?
Eastern, and speclflcally Colbert, should
find office space for Robeson here on campus.
Maybe he could take an office In the janitor's
closet at the Rec Center. At least then he'd be
close enough to keep an eye on the progress
these buildings are making.
We need straight answers from the admln·
lstratlon and for Robeson to do some work.

Home ls the place where,
when you have to go there,
They have to take you in.
Robert Frost

Your turn
Reader: Guilty
party should be
brought to justice
Dear editor:
All Americans should be proud
of Clarence Thomas with his ascension to the Supr~me Court. The
U.S. Senate can somewhat share In
this pride; because It refused to
permit the merchants of slime and
garbage to have a victory.
"Borklng" Thomas failed to achieve
Its purpose.
Yet, there stlll remains a task to
be done to assure that the undlgnl·
fled spectacle we witnessed In
hours of unnecessary publlc hearings should not be repeated. We
saw demonstrated the reason for
rules of evidence. When the FBI
report was leaked In violation of
those rules at least two people
were embarrassed and experl~
enced personal pain. The hours of
hearings shed no new light on the
decision to be made. It remained
his word against hers. That Is all
they had at the time the Senators
decided to conceal the F81 report

from public view.
In conclusion, therefore, the vlo·
latlon of these rules of evidence
should be Investigated. The guilty
parties should be brought to Justl ce. If that means that a U.S.
Senator should be expelled from
office, then that Is what should be
done.
Leonldu H. Miiler

tually go on strike, ~he
body should as well.
administration hires "scab•
ers, don't go to class.
touch with your profess
make a plan (such as fo
your syllabus and gettl
from your Instructor) If t
strike. I feel that Eastern't
has been very supportlv
students, now It's our tur
back some of our debt.
fred

Students should
show support in
Letter policy
case of strike
Dear edltori
I am writing this letter In
regards to the current situation
between the BOG and Its faculty
employees. My belief ls that the
teachers should be given a salary
Increase which would make their
salaries competitive with the
national average. I also feel that
we, as students, should back the
faculty of Eastern regardless of
the cost. The cost I am referring
to Is not only monetary (as In
tuition Increases) but moral. I
propose that If the teachers even·

'The Dally Lutem Newt
ages letters to the editor
Ing any local, state, natl
International Issue.
Letters should be less
words. For the letter to be
the name of the author, In
to the author's address
phone number, must be I
Anonymous letters wlH
printed.
If a letter has more th
authors, only the names of
three authors wlll be prln
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al eateries
prepare for Homecoming and Influx of Eastern alumni
..

IAANT

,

, ,

Fest1v1t1es scheduled for before game

rlt•r
rleston restaurants and
will be overflowing with
I and parents this weekend
stern '!I homecoming fes·

••cy

Davidson, manager of
tions restaurnnt, 506 W.
n Ave., said her establish·
la prepared for the week·
crowds . .
e are really doubling up
ringing in the help," Da·
said. "Sororities and fra·
ties are already making
atlons for their parents."
b Kincade, manager of
's Cookin' restaurant,
ls located a little farther
the campus at 409 Seventh
Id he is confident that the
ds won't pose any prob·
e'll have extra stuff so we
andle anything that comes
lncade said.

By CASSIE SIMPSON
Activities editor
Before the Eastern Panthers take on the Illinois
Stnte Redbirds in the 76th Homecoming football
game, Eastern students will be treated to a free meal
and live music at the tailgate area located behind
O'Brien Stadium.
Kenny Wake, kickoff co-chair, said the free food
bonanza will stnrt after the parade, which begins at
9:30, and last until 1:30 p.m. or 2 p.m.
.
"It'll be free food, chips artd soda for all EIU stu·
dents who bring their Eastern IDs," Wake said. "I
want to stress they need to bring their IDs."
"We've hired an individual to supply us with bar·
beque sandwiches, chips and Pepsi products," Wake
said.
Since Saturday is also Beef Day, the Illinois Beef
Association will nlso be on hand to supply food and
drinks for a low price to the general public and to
Cheri Pierce, sales director llt
Charleston Inn, 920 W. Lincoln
Ave., said it will be business as
usual and doesn't expect anything out of the ordinary as far ·

returning alumni, Wake said.
"Food will given out on a first-come-first-serve
basis," Wake said.
Along with all the food, students and alumni will be
able to enjoy the rock 'n' roll tunes of a live band,
called .Bootleg, that is being sponsored by the Eastern
At~leuc Dept, he added.
.
B?,otleg w~s ?.ooked th~ough WC~H from
Casey, Wake said'. WCBH ":'~11 also be domg a live
remote (fro~ the ta1lgat~ a~a).
.
,
A very httle:known fact 1s that if you ~ 21 ,Years
old yo~ can brmg your own alcohol and drink 1.n the .
fenc7d tn area reserved f9r the beer tent, Wake said.
Kickoff used to be held on Sundays in the past
years, but becnuse of an unsuccessful turn out, It was
moved to Saturday this year.
"It wasn't successful on Sunday, so they moved It
to Saturday before the game so that more students will
come out," Wake said. "It'll be live musie, food and
fun for everyone."

as overcrowding.
"Parent's weekend is more
busy," Pierce said. "Saturday
there is a parade and everyone is
running around, so they're more

Into the fast food.
"The crowds will be nothing
we can't handle," Pierce added.
The local bllrs, however,
expect to be prepared for the

many early birds that usually
start early at the bars ror home·
coming.
Chris Maddox a bartender at
Marty's 1666 Fourth St. said
he is p~epared for the ~arly
crowds
"We;ll have more staff here
stnrting at l 1: 30 a.m. been use
thnt's when the crowds usually
start coming in," Maddox said.
Stix, located at 1412 Foutth.
St., "will give the same excel·
lent service that we give every·
day," said owner Don Yost.
"We 're really trying to et
,
"
g
mvol.ved thi.s yenr, he added.
Sttx .is dtre~tly participating
by hav.ing their o;vn king and
queen in Saturday. s homecomIng parade, Y~st said. ,
,
The ?ar will also give away
carn11t1ons to the first 100
women who enter the door be·
tween 8 p.m. and 10 p.m. on
Friday nnd Saturday. Yost add·
ed.

Greek step show expect large crowd
U members plan
have gotte'n better over the yeart1
Each performing organization
By EVETTE PEARSON
Campus
editor
because
organizations
have
tuken
will
be judged on creativity,
r Homecoming parade
such pride ln their routine and sportsmanship and originality
meets each week at 7 p.m. in
the Greenup Room of the
University Union.
Hispanic Student Union
"I think we did achieve our
e final preparations for goal; everybody noticed us,"
rday's Homecoming pa· said HSU president Jay Mar·
at its regular meeting tinez. "The parade will be the
day in the Martin Luther climax for the Hisp~nic Student
Jr. University Union.
Union."
U members will have two
The HSU annount!ed it will
In the parade and will be be making selections for chairs
na T-shirts which identify for the new committees for
orgunization, said Kare_n fundraisins.. CulturaLDlvetsity
na, HSU vice presid nt: Week and scholarships, Medina
SU has participated in all said.
e Homecoming activities
HSU member Ron Cai·mona
r, including Thursday's was appointed to the presl·
rally outside of Law· dent's council, Martinez said.
ylor Court.
Martinez also said he will be
HSU also sent Veronica meeting on Oct. 22 with Mar·
I and Edson Castillo as thn Price, student body presi·
and king representatives dent, cortcetnlng office space
mecoming.
for the Hispanic Student Union.
Hispanic Student Union

At 8 p.m. Friday, it "Ain't No made an attempt to make their and one sorority and fraternity
Half Steppi11"' as the greek·let· performance better," said Cecilia will be the victors at the end of
tered organizations of the Na· Brinker, Msistant director of stu- the evening.
tional PanHellenic Council com· dent activities. ''The organizn·
"The competition is fierce and
pete in their annual step show to tions have much more to offer sometimes downright dirty, but
be held in McAfee Gymnasium.
the audience."
nearly 400 spectators love it,"
During Homecoming every
The event is not just heated said Susnn Thomas, member of
year, the nine historically blnck competition, though.
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority.
greek·lettered organizrttions
"This is an opportunity for
But, all in all, "this event is
indulge in a little entertainment, bluck organizations to get togeth· something you really have to
competition and a 1·eturn to their er competitively and huve fun come and see to understand it,"
roots, and they call it a step while performing," said Mona Davenport said.
show.
Davenport, the primary adviser
Tkkets brought in advance are
"It is an expression of our· for Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, $5, while they will be $7 at the
selves ancra 1·~turn- t~ our roots," • Inc. "It also allows minuritie~ t.o 1: door nnd $3 for greeks. 'Tkkets
said Shannon Yancy, vice presi· come out to have a show and see fo1· the event wiJI be on sule form
dent for Zeta Phi Beta Sorority. how various organizntio11s ex- 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. on F'rlday in the
"The various steps we use are press themselves in their perfor· box office of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University U11io11.
just like the ones used by our mances."
ancestors in Afrkn."
Organizations have vadous
"We urge people to purchase
This event is very popular In cane steps, simultaneous hand their tickets in advance to avoid
the minority community at Eas· and foot movements that create u the large influx of people and
tern and usually brings gasps, rhythmic beat, vnried patterns of also, we urge them to nrrive at 7
hollers, praise and astonishment sounds in their movements, p.m. rather than g p.m. for better
because of the vast amount of blindfolds nnd colorful outfits seating," Brinker said.
creativity.
that make up their 1S·minute per·
11 1 think that the step shows
forrnances.

WEETEST
AY

CD & Cassette Sale

LLIOTT PEPPERS

Saturday
· October 19

5p£ClAL5
$146
*2 DOZEN SWEETHEART $ 21 U
ROSES Vased with Greenery ... ·
_ with Baby's Breath ...$17'1
with Baby's Breath ... $24U

*1 DOZEN LONGSTEM
ROSES Vased with Greenery ...

$2SU

with Baby's Breath ...$2811

*Homecoming Mum Corsage $3M

Noble Flower Shop · 1&~ ~
503 Jefferson In Charleston
1•
Next to the Post Office
345·7007

•
$7 .99 casSettS(reg.$10.69)
•

*1 DOZEN SWEETHEART
ROSES Vased with Greenery ...

$11.99 CD'Srreg$15.69)
while suppl/es last
For the latest releases Tokens music department has a great selection .
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Alcohol alternatives offered
al effort sponsored by numerous
By CASSIE SIMPSON
colleges and universities.
Activities editor
"It's to heighten awareness of
Activities for Eastern's Alco- the use and misuse of alcoholic
hol Awareness Week get under- . substances on campus," Drake
way Sunday with the third annu- said.
al Walk-A-Thon/Jog-A-Thon,
Boost Alcohol Consciousness
entitled ''On~ For the Road."
Concerning the Health of
According to Lynette Drake, University Students, is one of
director of orientation and coor- the many groups sponsoring
dinator of Alcohol and Drugs Alcohol Awareness Week.
Information, participants in the
"BACCHUS is a nationally
three-mile walk or jog will be recognized chapter that has been
leaving from the Booth Library highly recognized for their
quad at noon.
efforts on responsible usage of
"The theme of this year's alcohol in conjunction with a
Alcohol Awareness Week is number of other organizations,"
RAD, which stands for Re-new- Drake said.
ing Attitudes and De-cision"It (misuse or alcohol) is not
making," Drake said.
just a BACCHUS issue, it's a
Drake said Eastern's Alcohol campus issue," Drake added.
Awareness Week is in conjuncAlcohol Awareness Week will
tion with the National Coll- include several different workegiate Alcohol Awareness shops, displays and activities all
Week, and is basically a nation- across campus that will he

District music
auditions
to be held
By STEVE LYSAKER

RHA plans fu.n d drive
to benefit United Way
By SUSAN KIEL
Staff writer

Staff writer

Area junior and senior high
school music students will participate Sunday in the Illinois
State Music Teacher Association district auditions at
Eastern.
Those performing, which
include pianists, violinists and
flutists, will be competing to
advance to the state level,
where they will compete
against college students,
according to Karen Sanders of
Eastern's music department.
"I think there will be some
excellent, well prepared performances," Sanders said of
the auditions, which are being
held at Eastern for the fourth
consecutive year.
The auditions will be held
from approximately 10:30 a.m.
to 2 p.m. in the Leo J. Dvorak
Concert Hall. It will be open to
the public and free of charge.
Sanders said the judges for
the district competition will be
from outside the immediate
area.

NEED EXTRA MONEY?
National Marketing
Company Needs People
With Good Phone Voices.
Earn $5 per hour
Guaranteed PLUS
Bonuses
To Apply call
348-5250 EOE

aimed at prevention and responsibility of alcohol use, Drake
said.
"The whole focus of the week
is to bring awareness to students
and faculty and to provide alternative programs to drinking,"
she added. "Responsible usage
is smart."
Drake said the slogans on the
posters that are posted throughout campus promoting Alcohol
Awareness Week give two very
good messages. One slogan is
"You don't have to get drunk to
have a good time," and the other
is "You don't have to get a
hangover from having a good
time."
A few of the scheduled weekly activities include a flower
memorial, a pop tent, a DUI
graveyard, a mocktail contest,
several lectures and information
tables.

The Residence Hall Association
Thursday decided to plant a tree in
front of Taylor Hall to symbolize
the group.
"The tree will be a symbol of the
group, and a gift for all students to
enjoy," said RHA president Ryan
Zufall.
RHA also decided at its meeting
to support BACCHUS (Boosting
Alcohol Consciousness Concerning the Health of University
Students) and Alcohol Awareness
Week by taking part in making
alternative drinks, mocktails, on
Wednesday.
"I think that it's really important
that we help them out," Zufall said.
"BACCHUS is a great organization, and they deserve our help."
In other RHA business, the association has decided to work towards
raising money for United Way this
weekend by collecting donations at
the homecoming football game.
"We will be walking around collecting money before the game
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m.," Zufall
said. "We will be wearing special
United Way t-shirts to identify our-

selves. The first ten volunteers will
receive a free t-shirt. "I'm really
glad that RHA will be working
with National Residence Hall
Honorary to help the United Way
because it's a great organization
that really needs our help," Zufall
added.
"Last year was an exceptional
year," said RHA Adviser Patrick
Bradley of the donations made at
the homecoming game. "We raised
close to $400 and they needed
every penny of it because last year
they did not reach their goal. "If
we could make that much this year,
we will be doing well." Bradley
added.
According to a university press
release, Eastern's United Way goal
is $25,000, which is approximately
25 percent of the Eastern Coles
County United Way's goal of
$100,000.
"We hope to generate participation from everyone," Zufall said.
"We have a good group of representatives this year who are committed to helping others."
According to Zufall, this is the
second year RHA has actively participated in the United Way fund
drive.

Pregnant.
We Can Help!
*Free Pregnancy Testing
*Information about pregnancy, abortion, and alternatives

. 24 Hour Hotline
345-5000
Crisis Pregnancy Center Campus Outreach

HAIKBENDEKS
WELCOME PARENTS AND ALUMNI!

PAT "CLUB" SULLY
The Coles County
Police Department
Wishes You a Happy
21st 8-day!

Check Out our Retail Special
Saturday, October 19th
l 0°/o off all hair care products
Good Luck Panthers!!

THE BODY SHOP
NEW BULBS l!t. f'ACE TANNERS
3200 SUl'eR 'WOLl'1"' BEDS Wini l"ACE TMINERS.
~ Mll'IUTr: SMSIONS

New extended hours

348-TArtS

THE NEWEST

~

BEST BEDS IN TO

ALPHA GAMMA DEI.:

for being a great

ALPHAGAM MA
•

LONGJOHN
SILVEl{S.
( SEAFOOD SHOPPE )

Welcome Alumni
Special !
1pc. of battered fish, 1 pc. of chicken
and fries for only $ 1. 99

HOMECOMING WEEKEND

THIRSTY'S
THIRSTY'S FRIDAY NIGH

BEER WAR
LARGE DRAFTS ..· .. . . . . .
PITCHERS ........ . • • • • • ALL LONGNECKS . . . . . . . .
ST. PAULI GIRL BTLS. . . . . .

15¢

$1 ®
75¢
95¢

PLUS ALL THE 10¢ HOT DOGS YOU CAN E

SATURDAY
LARGE DRAFTS ........ .- . 25¢
PITCHERS . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2®

ALL QUARTS .. ·... $1s
REG. SERVICE SPECIAL
NAT. LT. OR MILL. BEST.. $34
50 FREE CUPS WITH EACH KE
10 lb. BAG OF ICE ONLY 50¢

OPEN 7:00 p.m

Friday, October 1·a.
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orak set Ukraine will not sign
r Mozart treaty-with Kremlin
ibute
MOSCOW (AP) - The
Ukraine said Thursday it will not
sign an agreement to form an
economic union with other
Soviet republics, producing a
major crack in the agreement on
the eve of its signing.
After weeks of intense negotiations, 10 republics had been
expected to sign the document in
a ceremony at the Kremlin .on
Friday. The Ukraine, an industrial and agricultural powerhouse
of 53 million people, was considered a key participant.
Since defeating a hard-line
Communist coup attempt in
August, President Mikhail S.
Gorbachev has put most other
government business on a back
burner to concentrate on winning
the agreement to preserve strong
economic ties between the
republics.
Without the economic union,
the country is threatened with
breakup into hostile units with
high tariff barriers and export
restrictions. Already, some
republics have forbidden the
shipment of scarce food and
consumer products outside their
territory.
The pact has not been published in advance, but its basic
outline is known. It would create
a , "single economic zone"
encompassing most of the former Soviet Union - minus the
three newly-independent Baltic
states, Georgia, Moldavia - and
now, the Ukraine.
The zone was to have a single
monetary and banking system,
coordinated customs rules and

e "Marriage of Figero
ure" by Mozart will be
g the classical pieces
ormed at a concert at 3
Sunday in Dvorak ConHall.

e Eastern Illinois Uni'ty/Community Orchestra
round out this year's
e-coming activities with
ncert. The Mozart piece
continuing commemorato the composer's death
91, said Donald Tracy,
wjll conduct the concert.
program will also
de such well-known
cal pieces as the "Deux
s Roumaines" by Bela
k and the "Symphony
" by Peter llyich Tchaiy, Tracy added.
think the orchestra is
well prepared to play,
t should be an exciting
ance," he said.
ission for the concert
e $3 for adults and $2
udents, with proceeds
tting the orchestra.
kets are available from
chestra members and
!so be available at the
n Sunday.

...

tariffs, and cooperation in fields
such as energy, transportation
and communications.
However, the single monetary
system was placed in serious
doubt this week by Russian
President Boris N. Yeltsin, who
said his huge republic plans to
introduce its own currency.
Yeltsin did not set a date for
printing the Russian Federation's
banknotes, enlivened by stripes
of white, blue and red, the colors
of the prerevolutionary Russian
flag.
The republic's information
agency, citing unidentified
sources, said the Russian currency probably would be introduced
next year.
Its aim would be to stop the
Soviet State Bank's inflationary
practice of printing piles of cash
to cover a soaring budget deficit,
now approaching 200 billion
rubles, which is 15 percent of
the gross national product.
Despite bickering within his
administration, Yeltsin has
agreed to sign the economic
agreement. But he demanded
and received last-minute
changes in the document, whose
principal author was economist
Grigory Yavlinsky, a young and
ener,getic reformer who has
pushed for faster moves toward
a 1r·
free market.
.
•
.u;v ...: 1! ..>t.! 1 f!..1~ -~ . ,.._.,\ • • \ \."''
•

y-Friday 7:00-5:00
ayB:00-12:00
niently located close
pus just arouund the
n South 4th st.

1345
4546
.
-
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f
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Broiled Scallop Dinner
Dinner Includes: Salads and Relish Tray
With Choice of Potato

Saturday serving Dinner 4:00-9:30 p.m.
Sunday serving Dinner 4:00-9:00p.m.
Cross
Country
Mall

IT'S FATS FOR THE WEEKEND

234-7337
348-1515

.. ,,,

STU'S
JOSE CUERVO NIGHT

~.1947

• Leather & Suedes
• Monogramming
• Reweaving
• Silks
• Starched Shirt Service
• Wedding Gowns Heirloomed

1O oz. Prime Rib Dinner $1295
This Weekend's Catch

Jro~:~~£~~!~S
terations
ea Rugs
lothing Storage
raperies
urs
surance Claims

Celebrates
Homecoming!

$1 a Airplane Bottles
$2il PITCHERS

I

.~

FREE FOOD BUFFET *with purchase

WELCOME ALUMNI ! !

LIVE

~,TED'S

i
r----------------,r-----------------,
Friday

EXCEPT JR. BEEF

·

i-

Umlt 4 per customer. Not valid with any other
1 offer or discount. Valid at Charleston Arby's only.
1
Expires 11-1-91

L-----------------------~

C~E~~NK!

r-----------------------,

CH & FRY AT!
lAR PRICE

LIGHT MENU

---------------~

30¢ OFF

i i•

r. Not valid wi1h any other :
at Charleston Arby's only. I

-~J~~~--------J

Umk 4 per customer. Not valid with any other
offer or discount. Valid at Charleston Arby's only.

L________E.!f!'~J~~~--------~

Saturday

"STICKEY
WICKET"

"CLOCKWORK
ORANGE"

Rock show from
Champaign

Rock show from
Champaign

Playing originals Plus
songs by Badlands, Icon,
Queensryche, Tesla, etc.

Songs by Led Zeppelin, Aerosmith, Bullet
Boys, AC/DC, Guns & Roses, Whitesnake,
Living Color, Montrose, etc.

Admission $1 (8-1 O w/coupon)

Admission: $1 (8-1 O w/coupon)

~L-----------------~
---------------WELCOME BACK ALUMNI & FRIENDS

L.

for HOMECOMING with TED

Sweets fC!.r the Sweet

'

~

,
•
,

KELLY

MISSY

GREG

For momentll so
timeles11ly 11weet
perhaps fate holds days
our hearts shall meet.
Imagine ...

My life is great now.
You were worth
the wait.
I Love You!
Bob

Thanks for the great
weekend in Chicago.
Happy Sweetest Qay.
Love Jenny

m:

JQE.JQ

KA'.[

The crystal ,ball says
"It's you, me. and the
sunshine state."
Love Pete

YOU'LL ALWAYS BE
MY SWEETIE. I LOVE
YOU NOW AND FOR·
EVER! MMMWAH!
LOVE DAWN

Before work:
Have a drink on me.
because I'm crnzy
for you!
LovcD

LAIJBIE

DlilSK KE DEE

I hope I've made you

You're still wonh
the trip.
Love always
Evan

as happy as
you've made me.
Love Jeff

JIM FOX
We've been through
a lot this year, but
I know our love
will hold.
Sue
B.BEAR

i
,

i

I,

llAlS:
Thi•
''" yoa•
h" boon
greatest,
I Love
You th<

'

Roommate
XOXORobyn

ASILU:GIRL
I HOPE YOU ARE

STILL HAPPY.
LOVE JOHN

i

am:

D.Kl2

WE'VB HAD OIJSTACLES
TO OVERCOME.
REMEMBER-I'LL
ALWAYS BE THERE FOR
YOU. LOVE WOOBEE

You ARE the best! I Jove
you. now and forever!
Happy Sweetest Day!
W. Woman

You are my one 1md
only sweetie!
I really like you alot!
Luv ya
Spooner

"MORE''
LOVE
OIRL

i " "'"·" " "·
,

lSEBl:Sl!JS

f

hurried whispers. slghlni.
y<•ml••·
swe11tlna, Inflamed
clenchlngs ...tender silence.
Memories:
Forever/Always

SIACIE

I am having a

great time with you.
You 're the greatest.
Love Jeff

BBllUlEI

IHOMAS

Meeting you proves
parties arc good for
more than drinking!
Love Chris

Please forgive me
for last weekend!
I really want this
to work!
Love Holly

APRELL

GBEG

You've made our
relationship special in
many ways.
Happy Sweetest Day!
Love Ya Terrence

Absence makes the Heart
grow Fonder. Here's to
things worth waiting for.
I Love You
Jen

DEANN
I HOPE FOREVER
NEVER ENDS.
I LOVE YOU!
BUD

i

lU!lSCHES
THANKS FOR MAKING
IT EASIER HERE AT
SCHOOL AND I LOVE
YOU FOR IT.

S}YEETIE

MARK

PEANUT

SHORTX

Jason Salbego You are the sweetest!
I love you very much!
Love Always, Bear

IN MILES WE MAY BE
APART. BUT YOU'RE
ALWAYS IN MY
HEART!
LOVE, JENNIFER

I love you very much.
P.S. You have big
muscles too.
Love your Pumpkin

"STANLEY'' the
POWER DRILL, he
hasn't seen you lately.
Lil' guy

MARK

~

AMXK.

My most beautiful
memories are the ones
I've $hared with you.
I love you.
Kim

IT'S LESS THAN ONE
YEAR UNTIL WE ARE
TRUE COMPANIONS.
I LOVE YOU.
JOHN

HAPPY SWEETEST
DAY AND LET YOUR
HEART LEAD YOU
TOME!
LOVE FOREVER!

CUBJS
BEDNAREK

ll~BEK
The last two years with
you have been a dream
come true.
Love Lisa

- KELLEY N. BELL
'

ECLABBEAB

~
Love is truly sweet,
but you're by far
the sweetest.
Happy 2 yrs.
Love Baby

Birthdays, proms.
homecomings, TEXAS,
3 yrs. without you none of
it matters. I Love You
·
Dave

Y[[ODIDQ
You tum me Into Jello.
I love you.
YourOirl.
Michelle (Not)

,.
,

Come dance with me and
stay close. Hee.Haw
Love Bridget

''PO-QO"
You're the sweetest
sweetie and I'm
happy you 're mine.
I love you morel
''Oreeny''

i
,

BO NAE
God, uoder•Jandlng.
thoughtfulness. and tender
care build a wonderful
relationship. Together we
"shine!" Kevin

CHRIS
Your love and friendship
means alot to me.
I hope we're
close forever.
Love Lisa

i

JUSTIN

GCOCHIE
WQOCHli

PEACHES

B.Q

IW1l

So glad we found each other at the
party last year. You mean everything
to me. Happy Sweetest Day!
Let's Negoal
Love Mary

You're the best thing
that's every
happened to me!
Happy 14 months!
Forever Missy

POOPOOHappy Sweetest Day.
I've been a very bad girlspank me.

JENI YAN

wu..pTHING

DJNGEB

''SWEETIE PIE'' YOU'RE
THE BBST AND THEN
SOME. I LOVE YOU
FOREVER! JANE

Happy Sweetest Day
Honey! I've been
thinking about you.
Love Always
ME Boyfriend

YOU MAKB MY HEAT
SINO AND
I FEEL LIKE A KING.
LOVE RICK

TOMY
SIGNIFIC6NI
QT HER

MELIC

MQlSICA

f;HBIS

I didn't believe it could

happen to ME, but I've
fallen In Love with you.
Mark

Everyday is our own
Sweetest Day.
I Love You very much.
Love Tom

Thanks for everything!
You're the greatest!
Happy Sweetest Day!
Love- Munchichl

EDSQlS

CAREY

You moan the world to
me. loving you more as
each day aoes by ...
Felica

It's been a year that I'll
never forget.
Happy Anniversary and
!Love You!
Eric

SURPRISE! I LOVE
YOU! LOVE, YOUR
SIONIFICANT OTHER

AlSia;i, EXES
ONE SHEEP ... TWO ·
SHEEP .•• LET'S DO
ITAOAIN.
LOVE ALWAYSYMC

I'M GLAD WE HAVE
PUN TOGETHER!
HAPPY SWEETEST
DAY!
LOVE JESS

i

i

The secret behind our
relationship is adventure.
Stay forever adventurous.
Love Johna
"Cutie-pie"

LOVE YOU, MISS YOU.
CAN'T LIVE
WITHOUT YOU!
MY LOVE ALWAYS
DAVE

CHBISTOPHEB
CLYQE

Just to let you
thinking about
Sweetest
Love Jen

SIZZLES
You are the best
thing that has ever
happened to me!
Love
Snu11le Bunny

you're in my life,
will be shared
Love
Mi Hy

You can foraet
the Oodfathcr,
can't foraet
TICK

for the ages
86 Homecoming game one of the best in history
good sports movies run
the same basic script. It is
the underdog team overun believable odds to
ay winners of the big
th a spectacular finish.
movie Hoosiers it was
Chitwood nailing a 15shot to win the Indiana
·gh School Basketball
onship and in The
it was Roy Hobbs belting
in the bottom of the
· g to give the New York
a World Series champiday's
Homecoming
with Illinois State will
fifth anniversary of what
bly the best finish to a
Eastem's history.
er place-kicker Rich
onnected on a school
-yard field goal as time
to give Eastern a 31-30
ming victory over the
Iowa purple Panthers in
game that was scoreless
me and saw 45 points
the final quarter.
one of those things that
back on with a big smile
ace," said Ehmke, who
at the time, of his kick.
ce wasn't that big of a
use I hit a pair of 65~d goals in pre-game
thing seemed to be
slow motion when he hit
I didn't even hear the
," said Al Molde, who
rn 's head coach at the
e reality of the ball
rough (the uprights)
me for a few moments
did Ehmke's kick give

Photo courtesy of Jim Kimball
Panther field goal kicker Rich Ehmke (6) watches his school record 58-yardfield goal fly through the uprights during
Eastern's 31-30 upset victory over Northern Iowa in the 1986 Homecoming game at O'Brien Stadium.

the Panthers, who were ranked
11th in the nation. at the time, an
upset victory over eighth-ranked
Northern Iowa, but it helped steer
them towards a 5-1 Gateway
Conference Championship, an 112 overall finish, and an appearance in the NCAA Division I-AA
playoffs, where they reached the
quarterfinal round.
Adding to the drama of the
game was a furious comeback by
Northern Iowa in the fourth quarter. The purple Panthers ca"me

back from a 28-16 deficit with
less than three minutes left in the
game to take a 30-28 lead with 35
seconds left on the game clock.
Northern Iowa quarterback
Mike Smith hooked up with split
end Scott Francke on touchdown
passes of 22 and 1 yards, the 1yarder followed a successful onside kick by the purple Panthers,
for what appeared to be the gamewinning scores.
After a short kickoff by
Northern Iowa, Eastern was able

to maneuver the ball into long
field goal range for Ehmke's
heroics. The consensus opinion of
those involved in that historical
game agree that it was the best
game they had ever taken part in.
"It was the best because of the
outcome," said Ehmke, who tried
out with the Bears 1after graduating from Eastern in 1988, but was
beaten out by the Bears' current
kicker, Kevin Butler.
"It was such an emotional
game," said Sean Payton,

Eastern 's all-time leader in passing yardage, who was a senior
quarterback at the time. "It was
the most exciting game I've ever
been involved in and anyone else
who was at the game or played in
it would say the same thing." ·
"I would say of all the games
that it sticks out as being one of
the top five," said Eastern's
Sports Information Director Dave
Kidwell. "For pure excitement it's
maybe the best game I have ever
seen. The magnitude of the 1978
championship game rivals that of
the 1986 Homecoming."
"That ranks up in the top two
or three games I've ever
coached," said Molde, who was
chosen as the Gateway Coach of
the Year that season. "It may be
the best game as far as the finish.
As far as the ending goes you
couldn't have written a better
one."
"It has to rank right up there as
one of the best games I've ever
officiated," Gateway Conference
official Ray Norris said. "I've
even worked the Division I-AA
championship game and this
game ranked up above that. After
the game you felt the crew did a
very good job and you felt good
about the working it."
Not everyone in attendance
was happy about the outcome
though. Northern Iowa head
coach Darrell Mudra, who made
his mark as Eastern 's head coach
prior to his work with the purple
Panthers, wasn't pleased with
what went down on that October
afternoon.
"It (the game) ranks up there as
the number one disaster because
we lost the game," said the man
who was dubbed as 'Dr. Victory'
in his five-year reign at Eastern
that saw him compile a 4 7-15
*Continued on page 3B

thers host Illinois .State in 76th Homecoming
ee straight one-point losses, Eastern head
Spoo is looking for his Panther offense to get
k.
rtunity will come at 2 p.m. Saturday when
s host Gateway Conference foe Illinois State
's 76th Homecoming game. Both teams are
keep their league championship hopes alive
ping low-scoring conference games last
State, 4-2 overall and 1-2 in the Gateway, lost
orthern Iowa, which is ranked fifth in the
Panthers, 2-4 and 0-2, are coming off a 16diana State. It was the.second week in a row
ense had been held to a pair of touchdowns.
Eastern was beaten 16-15 on a last-second
y Western Illinois. The Leathernecks are
teway standings at 2-0.
o has amassed a 26-26 mark in his five seae Panthers, said it's time for the offense to
break out of its slump.
ve the potential to do that," said Spoo.
e most experienced group out there if you
two sides of the ball. They need to play up
ential and they haven't done that the past
eeks. The offense has to be more productive.

There's no question about that."
Sophomore quarterback Jeff Thome, who is sixth in
the nation in passing efficiency while connecting on 67
percent of his passes, leads the attack, which is averaging 27 points per contest. The Wheaton Central product
has thrown 13 TD passes, including at least one in each
of Eastern 's six games.
The Redbird defense, ranked fourth in the nati.on in
both scoring defense at 10.2 ppg and total defense (268
yards per game), will also have its hands full with
senior tailback Jamie Jones. The 5-7, 160-pounder is
No. 5 nationally in all-purpose running (168.2), and
l 0th in rushing at 116 yards per game.
Senior linebacker Wilbert Brown anchors the stingy
Redbird defense. The 5-foot-11, 215-pounder has captured the Gateway Defensive Player of the Week honor
twice this season and is 23 tackles away from breaking
the league record. He was a second-team all-conference
selection during his sophomore and juniors seasons.
"They've got a lot of fifth-year guys and they're
experienced," said Spoo. "They're very mobile and disciplined and they don't get fooled. It's not surprising
that they're good defensively."
Illinois State head coach Jim Heacock, in his fourth
season, said his improved squad is trying to keep its
early season confidence.
"Our team is probably in about the same place as
Bob's right now," said Heacock, who has compiled a

15-24 record. "We're disappointed in the two early
league losses. We 're very similar in those instances.
We've got to focus our team and re-establish some
goals. Some of our early season go~lls have gone right
out the window. We're somewhat disappointed and frus- ,
trated with our performance."
As far as the race for the league crown is concerned,
both coaches said they'll need help to achieve that goal.
"The league race is out of our control," said f,leacock.
"We' II try to do as well as we can with our three
remaining league games; but it's out of our hands. Right
now we're struggling for self-satisfaction and
respectability."
"We can't afford any other setbacks," Spoo said.
"There is that ray of hope for everyone, but we've
exhausted our limit if my 4-2 (league championship)
prediction is correct. We' II have to make our own
breaks and opportunities."
The Panthers are hoping a large Homecoming crowd
can propel them to a victory. The last time Eastern lost
four in a row was in 1977. Spoo said the crowd could
work in both teams' favor.
"It depends on how Coach Heacock prepares his
team," he said. "There are different coaches that play up
playing away. They want to get closer and quiet down
the crowd. I don't know how he's preparing. We'll have
to wait and see. I don't think they'll necessarily be
intimidated if we have a good crowd."
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Eastern Homecoming hist

ILLINOIS STATE vs. EASTERN
2 p.m. Saturday at O'Brien Stadium
Radio: WCBH-FM 104.3
THE COACHES: Eastern's Bob Spoo (Purdue 1960), 26-26 in
his fifth year, 3-1 vs. ISU. Illinois State's Jim Heacock
(Muskingum, 1970), 11-23 in his fourth year, 1-2 vs. EIU.
THE RECORDS: Eastern is 2-4 overall and 0-2 in the Gateway,
Illinois State is 4-2 and 1-2.
THE SERIES: Illinois State leads 40-32-8.
HOMECOMING: EIU is 33-34-7 in Homecoming contests,
incfuding 8-7-4 against ISU.
THE LINEUPS:
PANTHER OFFENSE:
Martin Ellens, SE, Dan Purcell, LT, Tim Gleason, LG, Brad
Fichtel, C, Wayne Keneipp, RG, Brian Callahan, RT, Tim Moore,
TE, Jeff Thorne, QB, Broe Montgomery, FB, Jamie Jones, TB,
Jason Cook, FL.
PANTHER DEFENSE:
Derrick Lane, LE, Dan Dee, LT, Kent Mcintyre, RT, Joe Remke,
RE, Mike Settles, LB, Jim Noll, LB, Shannon Sutton, LCB, Kevifl
Gales, RCB, Eric Dircks, SS, Jeff Miles, FS, Tony Farrell, FS.
PANTHER SPECIALISTS:
Brian Pindar, P, Jason Caldwell, PK/KO, Mike Sahm, H, Randy .
Wintner, LS, Jamie Jones, Edson Castillo, KOR, Bill Korosec,
PR.
REDBIRD OFFENSE:
Clarence Miller, SE, Eric Liddell, LT, Fernando Peters, LG,
Marty Roberts, C, Brent Haar, RG, Elbert Betts, RT, Brian Brown,
TE, Makanju Maxie, FL, Adrian Wilson, QB, Toby Davis, FB,
Ritchie Thompson, RB.
REDBIRD DEFENSE:
Tony Jones, DE, Rob Wendlick, DT, Vander Harris, NG, Clint
Cullen, DT, Tom Newberry, OLB, George Witte, LB, Wilbert
Brown, LB, Joe Woods, CB, Antoine Worthman, CB, Scott Love,
·
· SS, Anthony Burton, FS.
REDBIRD SPECIALISTS:
Cameron Bair, PK/KO, Doug Breger, P, Clarence Miller, Renaldo
Gallagher, KOR, Renaldo Gallager, PR, Brian Brown, H, Brent
Harr, LS.

When Eastern hosts Illinois
State at 2 p.m. Saturday for its
76th Homecoming, it will mark
the 20th time in Panther history
that the Redbirds have served as
the Homecoming opponent - the
most of any school.
The Panthers are also seeking to
even their Homecoming record.
As it stands now Eastern is 33-347 overall and holds an 8-7-4
advantage over the Redbirds. The
four ties have all been scoreless.
The two schools first met in
1917 when Eastern won a 13-7
decision. They met again in 1920,
but Illinois State avenged its loss
with a 20-7 victory. The first of
the four scoreless deadlocks came
in 1922, the second in 1937, the

All·Time Eastern Homecoming Results
(33-34-7)
YEAR
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949

t95o

BELL'S FLOWER CORNER
DOZEN RED ROSES
~'"'
$14.95 WRAPPED
<l ~
DOZEN SWEETHEART ROSES .. ~~
$10.95 VASED

·Sweetest Day •• Sat. Oct. 19th
1335 MONROE

345-3919
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u !;!.arty's

::

Welcome Back Alums! ::

&

Join us for our 18th Homecoming"

::

GO BLUE BEAT ISU

::

OPEN 10 A.M.

l...g ~) ,fllli& ~ ·91& ~

~

a ,
:: I
::

,f"R.&~.

J1rn[fu) ~OS®

~ 3 West Lincoln, Charleston
.

345-4743

.

r-----------------------, r-· BEST VALUE COUPON --,

BABY

~:~:

! 2 LARGE

<J

1

WITH ONE ITEM

& 1 Liter of Pop

$1 ~u?m

g~

Two adorable little individual-sized ChM9e I
& Pepperoni pan pizzas for one low price.
Valid only with coupon at participating 1
Little c - r •
I
EXPIRES: 10-27·91

l

® Rft'my~·

PIZZAS

I

!

..

Valid at par1c1pating Little Caesar~
One coupon per cuslllme<.
Valid only with Coupon.
EXCLUDES EXTRA CHEESE.
EXPIRES: 10-27·91

(!)Rft'my~

L-----------------------~ L-----------------------~

third two years later and the fourth
in 1966.
Eastern has won the last four
Homecoming meetings against
Illinois State since 1974. Included
in that span is a 31-14 victory in
1980 in front of 10,500 fans at
O'Brien Stadium. That game produced the 10th largest crowd in
O'Brien Stadium history. The last
time the schools met was in 1985,
when the Panthers claimed a 2114 win.
'
Eastern 's first Homecoming
game took place in 1915 as the
Panthers pasted Shurtleff College
52-6. There has been a
Homecoming game in q1arleston
every year except for 1918 and
1943. The Panthers have won 11

EIU
52
19

OPPONENT
19
Shurtleff
7
Southern Illinois

13

7
No game

0
7
28

32
20
0

0

0

23

0

3
0
0

0
13
19

14
19
7
23
0
0
6
19
0
13
0
0

0
25

2
0

6
0
6
40.
23
0

13
0
0
18
0
6

0
0

19
45

7

No game
40
0

0
13
13
15
0

26
6
6

14

.· - 21· •"· ' 7

Illinois State
Millikin
Illinois State
Rose Poly
Illinois State
Southern Illinois
Illinois State
Evansville
St. Louis (JV)
Southern Illinois
• Illinois State
Indiana State
Western Illinois
Southern Illinois
¥illikin
Illinois State
Indiana State
Illinois State
Indiana State
Illinois State
Western Jllinois
Illinois State
Southern Illinois
Illinois State
Western Illinois
Illinois Wesleyan
Southern Illinois
Illinois State
Illinois State
Nonhern Illinois
Western Illinois
Saulhem Illinliis

1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1%6
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989

li>9Q

of their last 13 Hom
tests, beginning with the
tory over the Redbirds.
The '78 squad went
record and NCAA Di
National Championship
tutelage of first-year
Darrell Mudra.
The
most
Homecoming game
come in 1986 when
Northern Iowa 31-30
Emhke 's school reco
field goal as time ran
game ranks as the sev
attended in O'Brien
11,052 fans turned out

27
7

21
22

2

7

6

20
13
29
21
29
38
52
20
28
43
25
28
0

33
21
13
8
6

8
20
7

0
23
8
0
12
28
6
20
32
11

34
14
3
10
14
42
39
31
20
18
21 .
40
21
31
20
15
21
31

NW Missouri
Southern Illinois
NE Missouri
Southern Illinois
Indiana State
Evansville
Western Illinois
Southern Illinois
Nonhern JUinois
Southern Illinois
Northern Illinois
Hope College
Northern Illinois
Indiana State
Western Illinois
Illinois State
Western Illinois
Bradley
Western Illinois
Illinois State
SW Missouri State
Illinois State
St. Joseph 's
Illinois State
Western Illinois
Nonhern Michigan
Wayne State
Illinois State
Northern Michigan
Illinois State
Western Illinois

7

37
44
29
21
38
14
9
3
30
24

7
21
14
8
0

Akron

Youngstown State
Southern Illinois
Illinois Slate
Nonhern Iowa
Indiana State
Nonhern Iowa
Akron
Indiana State

20

48
14
30
14
17
17
22

..TCBY"'

The Country~ Best Jbgurt *

Salutes the 1991 Football Panthers!
After the game stop at TCBY
for a treat!

This weekend only
99~ . .. ......
WAFFLE CONE...,
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Homecoming
attend a home game in school history, poured onto
the field to pile on top the team and pull down the
rought the Panthers a Division II goal post that Ehmke lifted his field goal over.
'pin 1978. "It was a tragedy that we
"The only thing I remember after we knew the
l to win and let the game slip away." kick was good was Pat (Carroll) bodyslamming
friend that played on Northern Iowa me and l became immobilized," said Ehmke, who
," said Pat Carroll, who was the now lives in California and works as a manager
backup quarterback and holder for for Enterprise Rent-A-Car.
'ck. "He said that he had never seen
"The funny thing was the team getting together
t after a game."
the next Sunday and Monday and watching the
'd that some confusion on the purple game tapes," Carroll said. "After everyone was
eline contributed to Eastern being able jumping on top of the pile you saw Coach Molde
last-minute comeback.
trying to jump on top and he almost missed."
d bedlam when we scored (the last
"I was as excited as they were," said Molde
) and probably should have gone for with a laugh. "I went to jump on top of their pile,
said. "Because we couldn't reach the. but I just couldn't get up there with them."
had to kick the extra point."
Norris said that he and the rest of his officiate purple Panthers converted the two- ing crew was lucky enough to get out of the way
version it would have given them a four- of the swarm of people who raced onto the field.
shion and forced Eastern to go for a
"We were on the dugout side of the stadium
on its last possession, something that and when the game was over everyone came out
ugh the minds of some of the Panther onto the field," said Norris, who still officiates for
yway.
the Gateway. "But the people didn't b0ther with
mber a bunch of people were surprised us.
ch Molde sent the kicking team in," said
"Everyone just went bonkers," said Kidwell ,
ho now handles .the quarterback coach- who has been the Panthers ' SID since 1972.
for· the .Gateway's Indiana State. "Some "Everyone rushed the field and the center of the
ure if we could kick that long of a field field was pretty much full."
Two subplots developed after the crowd had
sn 't even thinking about a field goal," left the stadium. Both Ehmke's favorite kicking
oll. "We were thinking about tossing a tee and the padding for the torn goal post were
to the end zone."
missing and asked to be returned - no questions
t felt like the chance to kick was better asked - by the Eastern football team.
throw the long pass," said Molde, who
Both items were found and returned a few days
s the head coaching duties at Western later in the vicinity of O'Brien Stadium, but it
. "Ehmke had a strong leg and Northern turned out that Ehmke 's favorite tee wasn't really
ould have been prepared to defend the missing at all.
"It turned out that his favorite kicking tee was
cond mistake by the purple Panthers was embedded into the ground," Carroll said, due to
in what kicker Mike Angell did on the all the people that rushed the field and the pileup
on Ehmke.
kickoff after the go-ahead touchdown.
While Saturday's contest between the Panthers
told the kicker to kick it deep and he
it short," said Mudra, who is now retired and the Redbirds of Illinois State is a must-win
'ng in Florida. "They also got a penalty for both teams if either hope to climb back into
e thought was a bad call that put them in contention for the Gateway title, it probably won't
to kick the miracle."
. .
match up to 1-0,i:;.~ll..<rHJ!Jg game for the l\ges of.five
the game ·will be remembered for"tlie years ago.
s first half, the second half scqrin~~'..
1t'i""'~--:".M
.... tiatirput it best: "It was one game you could
Ehmke 's miracle kick, the post-game never forget."
'on also ranks with all the other exciteAs time goes on the lore and legend of that
the game.
game should continue to grow and the
ick also touched off a mob-like scene Homecoming game of 1986 could be ranked as
e game when many of the 11,052 fans, the greatest game of all-time.
anks as the seventh biggest crowd to

•From page JB
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345-2466

Put your Halloween
Costume Together
at the

Uk-Nu SHOP
West Rt 316

We
Deliver
11 am - 11 pm

Jazz Group Cuts loose
Playing Standards, Originals
and Improvs!

TIM( T ti(A Tl2( '
Downtown Mattoon • 258·8228

SHHTTIHID
Tom

Berenger
Bob
Hoskins

Greta.
Scacchi
MGM®

FRVSAT NITE 5:00, 7:15, 9:20
SAT/SUN MATINEE 2:15PM
SUN TO THURS NITE 5:00& 7:15

DENZEL WASHINGTON

RICOCHET

·--·

FRI/SAT NITE 4:45, 7:00, 9 :10
SAT/SUN MATINEE 2:00 PM
SUN TO THURS NITE 4:45 &

c1~~M~l

1ioO

3 ·

Downtown Mattoon • 258·8228

JIM VARNEY

Ern • •
$<:A~t:;Q

$TtAP4Q

HELD OVER!
FRVSATNITE 5:00, 7:15, 9:20
SAT/SUN MATINEE 2:15 PM
SUN TO THURS NITE 5:00 & 7:15

!ffil

FREDDY DIES IN
3-D FREODYVISION

FRI/SAT NITE 5:15, 7:30, 9:30
SAT/SUN MATINEE 2:30 P.M.
SUN TO THURS NITE 5:15 & 7:30

FRVSAT NITE 4:45, 7:00, 9 :10
SAT/SUN MATINEE 2:00 P.M.
SUN TO THURS NITE 4:45 & 7:00

Jerry's Pizza & Pub

CHICKEN SANDWICH, FRIES&. 20 OZ. DRINK

$319
·..

345-2844
Friday Only

Baskin{jil Robbins.

SPGGKTACULAA TR

WHY
, ,..PLAY
GAMES?

is

Call Jerry's for a Great Hot
Pizza Delivered to Your House
or Room 2 Large Single Ingredient Pizzas

$1·6 .00
ELJ. FOX

DC~

JWOOD

NITE 7:00 & 9:15
MATINEE 2:00 P.M.
URS NITE 7:15

Bu) Orn: Get One HUT

...,2.00 Off
I

*

Any Regular Yogurt
Sundae Or 2-Scoop

Ice Cream Sundae
Offer good with coupon al locaUon listed. One
COL!lOn per visit. Void where prohblted or restricted
by law. Not valid In conjundion with any other offer. 1
Valid through 10-31·91
1

L-------------------------~

Any Halloween Cake
($10.00 Minimum)
otter good with coupon at location listed. One
coupon per Yiall. Vold where prohibh:ed Of restrided
by law. Nol valid In conjunction with any other offer.
I Valid through 10-3t-91

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

r
:
I
:

1
I

L-------------------------~

634 W. LINCOLN

Large Single
Ingredient Pizza and
Quart of Coke

Small Single
Ingredient Pizza and
Quart of Coke

$8.25

$6.35

Delivered 345-2844

Delivered 345-2844

Large Two
Ingredient Pizza and
Quart of Coke

Small Two
Ingredient Pizza and
Quart of Coke

$9.50

$7.25

Delivered 345-2844

Delivered 345-2844
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Booters hit the road for a pair of Mid-Continent te
By KEN RYAN

to the squad.
"Govin has been hurt for over
half of the season," Santaga said.
"So he will definitely help us
By KEN RYAN
when he returns."
Staff writer
The leading scorer on the
Green Bay squad is sophomore
Last season Jeff Bullock was
Beyete Smith, who has scored , the most valuable player on
nine goals and has assisted on one
Eastern's 5-11-2 soccer team.
other, for 19 points on the season.
This year the senior-fullback has
Eastern head coach Cizo
been just as valuable and the
Mosnia said that he is fearful of
Panthers are 7-4.
the Phoenix team that is ready for
Bullock has appeared in efght
a big win.
of the 11 Panther games this
"We don't want to be overconseason and has scored three
fident," Mosnia said. "They are
points on one goal and an assist
like a sleeping dog. You don't
and has played solid defensively
want to wake them up because . for the Eastern squad.
they can bite. I know the coach
The Belleville East High
(Santaga) and he does a fine job
graduate has been playing socwith his players. They just have
cer all of his life and he said that
had some injuries at the beginning
he is enjoying his days at
of the year and that has hurt
Eastern.
them."
"I started playing soccer when
Northern Illinois had been on a
I was five and I've played every
roll, winning six of its previous
day since," Bullock said.
seven games before running into
While at Belleville, Bullo~k
Akron, which is on top of the
played at the forward position
Mid-Con with a 4-0 record. The
his freshman year and got
Zips picked up a 2-1 overtime
switched to the sweeper position
victory over the Huskies.
his after his sophomore year.
Mosnia said he hopes the loss
As captain of the team,
might hurt the confidence of the
Bullock said his team at
Northern team, but he is not
Belleville enjoyed some success.
counting on it.
"We were a pretty good
"I'm hoping for our sake that
team," Bullock said. "Our two
the loss to Akron might affect
them," Mosnia said. "But Akron has a goals against average of
is a good team and I think that 0.83 and has come up with 39
Northern will bounce back."
saves. Roy also has three shut
The Huskies are led in scoring outs on the year.
by freshman Andy Lane and last
Eastern will be looking to add
season's leading scorer John to its one-game winning streak
Lechner.
and Mosnia said he believes that
Senior goaltender Markus Roy, the team is ready to go.
coach Willie Roy's son, is fifth in
"Practices have been going real
the Midwest in goaltehding. He well," Mosnia' safd: "'Fth1n'k the

Bullock's success continues to gr

Staff writer

Sometimes all that it takes is
one victory to tum things around.
The Eastern soccer team, coming off of a 1-0 overtime victory
over Drake University, is hoping
that's the case when it hits the
road this weekend for a 7:30 p.m.
Friday game against WisconsinGreen Bay and a 1 p.m. contest
with Northern Illinois on Sunday.
Both contests are against MidContinent Conference foes.
The Panthers' opponents for
this weekend are both having two
different seasons. The Fighting
Phoenix of Wisconsin-Green Bay
are off to a 4-12 overall start and
have a 1-4 record in the MidContinent Conference, while the
Huskies of Northern Illinois have
jumped out to a 7-3-1 overall
mark and a 3-1-1 Mid-Con
record.
Green Bay head coach Aldo
Santaga, in his 14th season as
coach, said that a big reason for
the Phoenix' problems has been
injuries.
"I don't have any complaints
about the team," Santaga said.
"We are a very young team and
we have had to deal with many
illnesses. We played one game
against Cleveland State and we
had seven freshmen and two
sophomores in the starting lineup".
One positive thing that Green
Bay has going for it when it hosts
Eastern is the return of sophomore midfielder Dan Govin, who
has been sidelined with an injury.
Govin was the team's second
leading scorer last season and will
look to provide an offensive boost

f
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"I knew Rob Ma
helped out at our hig
and he said that he
Eastern," Bullock sai
gave it a thought. I j
about the school, I h
was a good time and
a good school."
Bullock had second
about coming to Easte
he learned the soccer
winning tradition, but
that he was glad that

top games were when we beat
Granite City twice, and that's
like the best team that we play.
So we always had a winning
record."
The 21-year-old Bullock said
that he heard a lot of good
things about Eastern and that
was the reason he decided to
attend the Mid-Continent
Conference institution.

tion," Bullock said. "I
of intimidated at first.
found out that they were
wasn't sure if I would
not. But my freshman y
really fun and every y
been great here. I woul
it any other way."
Eastern head coac
Mosnia said he has been
with Bullock's perform
season.
"Jeff is doing well,"
said. "He is an aggressi
er. He doesn't say mu
· when he does, it is
something constructive
glad to have him on the

team is up for this weekend's
games.
Senior fullback Jeff Bullock,
who has been a valuable defensive player for the Panthers all
season, said the team is ready to
get on another roll.
"We have a new system now,"
Bullock said. "We have five half6a~ks1 an'cl '.JuW-'tl\teel fulJ.OOcks;- 'so

dent.
"The practices have
real good and everybody
having fun, so hopef
Wisconsin game goes
we really want to beat
We want to win two g
hopefully regain our'co

Jeff Bullock

1""'1!"i"f'

THE BEAUTIFUL
EIU SALUTES THE RED, WHITE, AND BLUE

HOMECOMING 1991
·~- ~:

October 19th

..

*PARADE~

*·KICK-OFF*:.:il

• 9:30 a.m.
• 6th & 7th Street

• Noon - 1:30 p.m.
• O'Brien Stadium
• Free food with l.D.

* G&me *

• 2 p.m.
• O'Brien Stadium
• V. ISU

WELCOME ALL ALUMNI AND GUESTS!!
1111~;:
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dy Panthers open Gateway season with a new look
Hard work pays off for Van Eekeren

ITH FARROLL

Lady Panthers open their
ateway season with a pair
hes this weekend as they
to Southwest Missouri
Friday and to Wichita
n Saturday.
tern's volleyball ·squad
nter the Mid-Continent ·
nee next season.
Eastern, this is its most
nt road trip of the seaoth Wichita State and
est Missouri State placed
top four ill the Gateway

ears play host to Eastern,
stood at 8-12 prior to the
uis University match on
ay, It is the opening
match for both schools.
y (SMSU) are on a roll
ow. They lost a lot of
matches," sai~ Eastern
Betty Ralston. "They
soine big teams early."
h Linda Dollar said she
that playing the tough
e early on will pay off
the conference season
. The Bears played two
n schools - Ohio State
nnesota. They have also
Maryland, Louisiana
d Virginia.
as opening the conferon, Dollar said, "I feel
are prepared and we are
forward to getting startm is an unknown to us.
t see them at all before

them. I'm sure they feel
e way about us," she
e are fortunate we are
here."
returns two full-time
and one part-time starter
ast year's Gateway

By KEITH FARROLL
Staff writer

When sophomore Amy Van
Eekeren walked onto the volleyball court last year as a freshman,
she knew she had a chance to
prove herself as a starter.
Through hard work and dedication she is the full-time setter for
the second year in a row and is
the co-captain of this year's team.
"The thing with Amy is that
she's a hard worker and doesn't
give up on any ball," said coach
Betty Ralston.
Ralston added that making the
transition from high school to college wasn't easy. She said Van
Eekeren was intimidated by setting to seniors last year, but this
year, with the younger team, she
is more confident.
"It was a little shaky at first,"
Van Eekeren said about last season. "I gained a lot of confidence
from playing club ball and we
played together in the spring."
As a result of last season, she
presently holds freshmen records
for most games played (122) in
and most assists in a season (922).
"Her set selection is pretty
good. She'll be the first to. admit
that no one is perfect," said
Conference
Tournament
Championship team.
Ralston added that she has
never
beaten
Southwest
Missouri State and is hoping
that will give her team more
incentive to win.
Immediately following the
Southwest.Missouri match, -the
Lady Panthers head to Kansas to
take on Wichita State on
Saturday.
With five returning starters on
this year's team, Wichita State
coach Phil Shoemaker said he

ern Illinois University Theatre

' '~1/

""""
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ring & benefiting the Unity Gospel Choir
by Martin B. Duberman
.October9, 10, 11, 12, 16, 17, 18, 19
.-October 13, 20
the Mainstage -- Doudna Fine Arts Center
Its, $5 Senior Citizen & Youth, $3 EIU Students
one 581-3110 for ticket info. & reservations
Fri. 1-5 p.m. and one hour before performances.

.
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Amy Van Eekeren

Ralston. "She's willing to work
with either (assistant) coach Kruto
or myself to make her game better."
"She's a smart setter," said
sophomore Susie Green, who is
the team's leading hitter. "She
reads the hitters real well. She's
had it difficult because of our bad
passing and that's (the team's)
fault."
Van Eekeren sometimes gets
hopes his team will continue to
win. The Shockers (15-8) have
won eight matches in a row
prior to their Gateway opener
against Southern Illinois
University Friday.
Shoemaker expects Eastern to
give his team a good match.
. "It's •·going to be •a good
match. I have healthy respect
for Eastern," said Shoemaker.
"They hold an edge on the
(head-to-head) series so we're
looking forward to playing
them."

**********************
*

nts

, ......,.

can turn the results around from
last year's identical weekend.
Last year the team played the
herself in trouble when the team
same teams, but the matches
isn't passing well. Ralston said
were played at home.
Van Eekeren tends to force sets
"We're playing the same
which are off the mark.
teams as last year in same
"The set selection is usually
order," Ralston said. "We didn't
pretty good. Sometimes when the
play very well. We lost all three
pass is not there, she tends to
(including the St. Louis match).
force a set," Ralston said.
We have to play well on the
Ralston is happy that middle
road. Four of the top six teams
hitter Kim Traub and Van
(in the Gateway) we play are on
Eekeren are the same year in
the road."
school.
Ralston said she would be
'Tm excited with Kim and her
happy
gaining a split over the
(Van Eekeren) working together.
weekend. She added in order to
It's important when the setter and
make the Gateway Tournament,
middle hitter work well together,"
her team will have to finish at
Ralston said.
least 6-3 in the conference.
Setters don't get as much
The Lady Panthers will be
recognition as hitters do in volleyball. However, Van Eekeren
without starting outside hitter,
enjoys the role she plays.
Lori Olson. She will not be able
· "A club (volleyball) coach told
to make the trip because of perme that the hitters get all the
sonal matters. Ralston said
glory," Van Eekeren said. "I like
Olson's absence will alter the
knowing that when I do my job
lineup.
the hitter can do their job."
"She's a starter. We've got
Van Eekeren said her best perother people. We have to make
formance of the season came in
sure everyone stays healthy,"
the final match of the Evansville
said Ralston. "I'm planning on
Invitational against the host
using all nine p~ayers. Any
school. In that match, which
jnjuries could really hurt."
proved to be the championship,
Eastern will use a new
she dished out 59 assists and
offense
which it employed durplayed good defense in a winning
ing the Eastern Michigan
cause.
Tournament. The offense is
He added his team is a veter- designed to let the middle hitters
an group which puts out a bal- become more active in the
anced attack. "We are pretty offense. One of the reasons for
well balanced. Our defense is the new offense is due to
good. The blocking is one of our Olson's absence.
Sophomore middle hitter Kim
strengths and we have a powerTraub,
along with Beth Foster
ful offense," said Shoemaker.
He also said his schedule has. and Shelley Stuckwisch, could
prepared his squad well for the fill the middle while freshman
conference -season. The past two Sherri Pi wowarczyk may fill
weekends the Shockers won two Olson's position at left outside
tournaments, the Wichita State hitter. Freshman Brigid Brennan
Invitational and the Baylor is expected to see a lot of time
this weekend as well.
Invite.
Ralston is hoping her team
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*
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*
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AMERICA TI-IE BFAUilFUL: EIU SALUTES TI-IE RED, WHITE &BLUE
PRE-GAME KICKOFF
EIU VS. ISU
*FREE FOOD
*LNE MUSIC
Oncludes Bar-B-Que Beef
Sandwich, Chips & Pepsi)

-

·

Saturday October 19, 1991
12:00 p.m. - 2:00 p.m.
O'BRIEN STADIUM TAILGATE AREA . ..

llll.
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(Students Must Present EIU 1.0.)

**********
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608 E. Daniels

Located at 310 Madison Avenue, just west
or the car wash in Charleston.

Sundays

Open 7:00p.m. to 9:00p.m. ONLY
Sumfoy through Thursday
Evenings until I lnlloween
I luge selection of costumes for
adults, couples and groups.

OVER 3000 IN STOCK!
Most rentals

$15 - $20 plus deposit.

Call 345-2617 for details.
Reserve mrly for the best selection.
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Great Shot Special With EIU LD.
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Bersig excels in first season
By BRIAN HARRIS
Staff writer
When college coaches recruit
high school athletes, there's always
some uncertainty about how well
their signees will perform at the
college level.
Freshman Amy Bersig has laid
to rest any uncertainty in Eastern
women's cross country coach John
Craft's mind about his choosing
her to be a member of his program.
Bersig has been one of the Lady
Panthers' top performers in cross
country this season. She started off
the season as the fourth runner on
the team, moved up to third and
recently at the Indiana Invitational
was the second runner behind
senior Laurie Mizener.
All of Craft's athletes have
improved throughout the season,
but Bersig's improvement really
stands out as she cut her 5,000meter time down from 20:01 to
18:34. She ran her best time in a
fifth-place effort at the Eastern
Invitational, where the Lady
Panther's took the overall title in a
field of eight.
Bersig, a native of Gifford, graduated from Rantoul High School
where she collected numerous honors as a track and cross country

come to Eastern."
Despite the improvement that
she's made already, Craft believes
that she can excel even more.
"She is still learning how to run
the 5,000," Craft said. "The 5,000
is a three-mile race plus 188 yards,
and her final 188 yards is faster
than anybody else's-at the end of
the race. That tells me that she has
a lot more energy left at the end.
We're trying to get her to use some
of that energy in the middle of the
race by running a faster pace. I
think if she can do that, her times
will drop even more."
Bersig helps form a strong
nucleus in the women's cross country team, which includes Mizener,
AmyBersig
Brooke Roberts, Ti Jaye Rhudy
athlete. Her senior year she fin- and Aislinn Wiley. Bersig has
ished 16th in theClass AA state hopes of being selected to the Allcross country meet and qualified Gateway Conference team during
for the state meet in both 1,600 and the league championships, which
3,200-meter runs in track.
will be held at Eastern this year.
Bersig was highly recommended She attributes the team's success
to Craft by her athletic director at this year to the strong camaraderie
Rantoul, Roger Cuinlan, who was . among the runners.
an All-American distance runner at
"We 're all friends, I think that
Eastern in the late 1960's.
helps a lot," said Bersig. "We run
"I couldn't have gotten a better more as a team than we do individrecruit," said Craft. "I talked with ually. I chose Eastern because my
her high school A.O. at first, and athletic director told me a lot about
he told me a lot about her. I was it, plus it was close to home."
real happy when she decided to

Newman
-catholic
Center

Homecoming Events
Oct~ 19th
11 :30-1 :30 p.m.--Brat Tent
1/2 hour after the game--Mass
6:30- 10 p.m.--Hog Roast
(Mass is at Buzzard Auditorium)
The Brat Tent and Hog Roast are at the
Newman Center 9th and Lincoln

Billiard Bar
&
Restaurant

OPEN

Stix

345-7849

Daily 11-2
Beer Garden Open
Sunday 11 AM-10 PM

HAPPY
!#HOMECOMING
WEEKEND
Celebrate at Charleston's
#l Alternative
Fine Food & Live DJ
Saturday & Sunday Black Hawk.Game 7:35PM ·
Saturday First 100 ladies will receive a carnation
from 8PM - 1 OPM

Sundav Brunch
OPEN llAM

Pool is 75¢ ALL DAY
Black Hawk Game 7: 35 PM
Screen 1V

D

The Dally East

Come Home
Lincolnwood
Pinetree
Apartments
Studio 1, 2 & 3 Bedroom
- Completely
Furnished- 5 minute walk
to campus
- Central Air
- Heat Paid In Certain Units
- 24 Hour Maintenance

6000
Apply Now For
Spring 1992
DRAPER AND KRAMER
INCORPOFIATEO
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rriers stepping up at Illinois
n's cross country team has
r run more than 8,000
. This weekend the harriill try their hand at 10,000
in the Illinois Invitationich begins at 10 a.m.
'nois will be the Panthers
competition this season, but
t run over 10,000 meters
miles). Last year the dismeet was the only 10,000
team's schedule.
th this year's district meet
. 16) set to be run at
a, the thought of running a
course on its difficult tery not be very appetizing
runners.
the Illinois course is a far
om the hilly course at

Indiana. With its race track-like time of 31 :28 for 10,000 meters,
layout assistant coach John without adding in any improveMcinerney expects the Illinois ment in his running condition.
race to be fast.
Some teams expected to com"Unless it's real windy I think pete include Illinois, Wyoming,
it will be a fast race," said Iowa, Western Illinois and Ohio
Mcinerney. "Illinois has a real State.
flat and fast course.
Eastern 's second pack of
The fact that we're going two Kenric Bond, Eric Graham,
kilometers (1.25 miles) farther Chadd Morrissy and Geoff
than we usually run will only Masanet have been running as a
make a slight difference at tight group all season. All four
Illinois."
can stay within a :45 time spread,
Mcinerney estimates that his although they are usually still a
lead group of Scott Touchette, minute behind the front group.
Eric Baron and John Eggenberg- Mcinerney said if they can close
er could run between 31 :00 and that gap at all it will qelp the
31:30 for the new distance. His team immensely.
guess is feasible considering that
"We don't have any new
all three can average .between plans," Mcinerney said. "We just
3:05 and 3: 15 per kilometer in an want to try and close that gap
8,000 meter race.
. and run aggressively."
Adding 6:15 to Touchette's
best of 25: 13 would give him a'

dy Panthers look to bounce back
IAN HARRIS
women's cross country won't be taking part
oming festivities this weekend as it travels
paign to compete in the Illinois Invitational.
a rough time at Indiana last week, the Lady
are hoping to bounce back Saturday at the
Illinois Invite.
s expected to compete include Illinois,
rn Illinois, Southwest Michigan and

. g.

of head coach John Craft's goals for the team
n is to have five runners under 19:00 for
eters. He said that goal could materialize
kend on Illinois' flat course.
possible that we'll meet that goal this week'd Craft.
lot of them got their best times at Illinois last
they're excited about that. But time is still
for us, we just want to go out and race

'

individuals."
Eastern's women have experienced more success
this season than they have in recent years, with several high invitational placings as well as a win at
their own invitational three weeks ago.
This is primarily due to increased team spirit and
tight group running up front.
Leading the way for the Lady Panthers are
Brooke Roberts and Laurie Mizener, they, along
with Amy Bersig and Ti Jaye Rhudy have all run
under 19:00, with Aislinn Wiley only a few seconds
away from that mark.
After beating four Gateway Conference schools at
the EIU invite, the team's expectations for the
league meet have been enhanced.
"At these invitationals we just want to compete
and keep improving," Craft said.
"But conference is what we're really looking forward to, and our training program is designed so that
the runners are peaked for that competition."

PRESENTS ON OCT. 1arH
FROM CHICAGO

THE NAMELESS
*As Heard On WEIU 88.9 (Charleston, IL)
*As Heard On WSIA 88.9 (Staten Island, NY)
*And Written Up In Chicago's New City Magazine
STARTS AT 10 pm

------------------------------------··-----------------------------------·

YOUNGSTOWN

APARTMENT RENTALS
Fall/Spring
92 & 93
1,2,3 & ·4 Bedroom Units
Fully Furnished
Central Air
Basic Cable
24 Hr. Maintenance

We've got the Class!
'92 - '93 - '94

345-2363

\.

1
CoACH
EDDY
S
Panther Sport Shoppe
Dally 9-8

Friends & Co
509 Van Buren
(One Block South of Square)

Sun 12-5

America the s·eautiful

1414 SIXnt STIU'ZI' IN Ol.Df: TOWJ'm SQUARr:
ON?: BLOCK NOR'lll 01" OLD MAIN

ill

· Ar~

RUSSELL

CREWrt:ECK SWEATS

NOW

1

'

NOW

25°/o OFF

..

-

·GREEK·~

MOM • DAD • ALUMm
• DAD • ALUMl'D

Customl.rJng Available

IU .. PRO ..
0 LL E GI ATE
HATS .

l'IKE·RfEBOK·
ADDIDAS • SAlOIW.

ASICS SHOES

S~o~

JACKETS STARTER~

NOW

.

•

I

RO·LINE

.NOW

JACKETS

Alpha Gamma Delta and Delta Tau Delta
would like to wish all
students and returning alums
a great

Homeco'm ing '91

Let's Go Panthers!

Daily Eastern
News cannot be responsible for inore than one
day's incorrect insertion.
Report errors immediately at 581-2812. A
corrected ad will appear
In the next edition. ,
All classified advertlsl ng must meet the 2
p.m. deadline to appear
in the next day's publication. Any ads processed
after 2 p.m. will be published in the following
days newspaper. Ads
cannot be canceled after
the 2 p.m. deadline.
Classified ads must
be paid In advance. Only
accounts with established credit may be
billed.
All Advertising submitted to The Dally Eastern News ls subject to
approval and may be
revised, rejected, or canceled at any time.
The Dally Eastern
News assumes no llablllty If for any reason It
becomes necessary to
omit an advertisement.

-------~12/6

OVERSEAS JOB. $9002000 mo. Summer, Yrround, All Countries, All
fields. Free info. Write IJC,
PO Bx 52-IL03 Corona Del
Mar GA 92625.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/24
Telemarketing-Guaranteed $5
per hour plus commission. We
need several enthusiastic
people with good speaking
voices. Part time or full time.
Call John at 345-7743.
,,,..----.,.--=------,-~1 0/18
Part-time Bartender-Brian's
Place. 2100 Broadway Mattoon. 234-4151. Apply in
person.

,
ADOPTION: IT'S A WONDERFUL LIFE for the baby
who joins our family . . .
devoted, playful parents, 3year-old who can't wait to be
a big brother, lots of fun and
love, and every opportunity
for happiness. Let's talk; we
can help each other.
Expenses paid. Call collect:
Arlynn & Ron (217) 3674769, or our attorney, Glenna, (217) 352-8037.
_ _ _ca10/11,18,2511/1
The Daily Eastern News
accepts Visa and Mastercard for all of your needs!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/18

SERVICES OFFERED

TRAvnTRAINING/ScHOOLS

HELP WANTED
WANTED
ADOPTION

RIDES/RIDERS

RooMMAns
FOR ll£NT
Foa SALE

&. FOUND

ANNOUNC£Mf.NTS
The
Daily

Dorm size refrigerator and
microwave for rent. Carlyle
Rentals 820 Lincoln St. 3487746.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/6
1-2 or 3 male subleasors
needed spring semester .
Own Rooms. House close to
campus. Summers free.
345-7965.
---,---,...------,--10/18
2 bedroom, furnished apartment. Includes dishwasher,
carpeting, central heat & air.
Close to campus. As Low as
$130/month per person. Carlyle Rentals. 348-7746.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/6
1 or 2 BR Apt, Furnished,
Van Buren and 5th. Now or
Spring Semester. 348-5937.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/24
For Rent: 2 or 3 Bedroom
trailer in Long Acres. Furnished except for beds. Utilities paid except for electricity
and phone. $325 month. Call
349-8832 or 345-1092.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/18
Unfurnished 1 bedroom Victorian House. Fireplace.
1220 Madison. Married Couple, Grad, or Faculty. Avail.
12-15-91. 345-4742. 3488413.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/25
One bedroom furnished
apartment available Spring
semester. A/C, dishwasher,
Close
to
campus.
$300/month negotiable.
345-5287.

POSITIONS AVAILABLE:
Developmental Trainers
needed to work with developmentally disabled adults.
Training and certification
provided. Full and Part-time,
start $4.60/hr. Apply in person at 738 18th St.

DIRECTORY

LOST

TO BUY: Flute or Piccolo.
348-1098.
'
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/23

Dorm size refrigerators and
microwave ovens for rent.
Carlyle Rentals. 820 Lincoln
Street. 348-7746 .
~-------12/6
TOKENS CHECK CASHING
REGISTRATION OFFER!!
$1
ONLY-THROUGH
OCTOBER 31 ST! OPEN
LATE AT NIGHT, AND
WEEKENDS TO SERVE
YOO BEITER!

-

Eastern News

Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Phone: - - - - - - -Students D Yes D No
Dates to r u n - - - - - - - - - - - - Ad to read:

Under Classification of: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Person accepting ad _ _ _ _Compositor _ _ __
no. words/days_ _ _ _ _~Amount due:$ _ _ __

D Check

D

1

a

t(l/~Q.._

------~1V7

'84 Honda Magna 750cc
Looks and runs excellent!
Must sell $1,150 OBO. Call
581-5477. ""
- '\
.ir ' -. I

- - - - - - - -~217

1980 Mazda Rx7. New paint,
clutch, tires. 104,000 miles.
$2300 OBO. 348-7825.

Credit

Check number
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day
thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first day. _10 cents per word
each consecutive day. 15 word minimum. Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous
or in bad taste.
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

i

1982 Dodge 400
VERTIBLE. Good co
$1800 O.B.O. Call K
9735.
1984 Honda Aer
Scooter. Excellent
$600.00 345-2333
5808.
Soloflex exercise m
All attachments incl
year old. Used little.
TV $60. 348-0259.
1985 Ford Escort,
AM/FM, Red interior
white, 4/speed. Ex
condition. $1900.
9627_

WESLEY FOUNDATION AT EIU will have Light
tonight from 9:00 p.m. - 1:OO a.m. at the Wesley Fou
Student Center. The Lighthouse is a bar altern
Music/dancing and fun begin at 9:00 p.m. Look for the
ing light across from Lawson Hall. Open every Friday
WESLEY FOUNDATION will have Free Sunday Su
5:00 p.m. Sunday. Everyone is welcome; but please
or call 348-8191 to let us know you're coming today.
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP will have Pr
Worship Service Sun. Oct 20 at 10:30 a.m. at the C
Campus House located south of Lawson Hall. Come e
donuts and juice. Call 345-6990 for rides or info.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have Brat tent at
1 :30 p.m. and Hog Roast from 6:30-10:00 p.m. on
at the Newman Center. Come on over.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have Mass for 1
on Sat. after the game (5:30ish) and Sunday at 11 :00
botjl"~tBimard:;A1,Jd. NO f):30 Sat,..f>.light.Mass.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA will have Social Hour today
meet at the rock.
ALPHI PHI OMEGA pick up M&M's today in 8B Ste
Peggy & Janee's room.

PLEASE NOTE: Campus clips are run free of charg
day only for any event. All Clips should be submitted
Daily Eastern News office by noon one business day
the date of the event. Example: an event schedule for
day should be submitted as a Campus clip by noon W
day. (Thursday is the deadline for Friday, Saturday or
day event.) Clips submitted after deadline WILL NOT
lished. No clips will be taken by Phone. Any Clip that is
ble or contains conflicting information will not be run.

35
40
45

56
60
63

27 British
actor-aviarist?
28 - - Negara
National Park,
Malaysia
29--del Sur
(South Sea)
30 Campus figures
33 Sweet wine
grape
38 Ethiopian
emperor:
1930-74
38Ruling

41 Incursion
43 Dobson of
"Knots
Landing"
46 Hector was one
48 Hyson
container
50 Savoir- - (tact)

.! • - ..
•

PREFORMATTED
COMPACT. 3.5" HIG
SITY COMPUTER
$1.25 ea. -WHILE
LAST. BRAD 2836.

--,,..,.,-----,,---,--,.---1217

1978 Gibson G-3 bass guitar
with hard case. Good condition $275 call Brian 3488703.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1V7
Zenith 25" console TV $150.
Marantz speakers (165
watts) $125/pair. Realistic
DX-440 All-band communication receiver $150. More.
345-4426 after 10 a.m.

31 Aberdeen's
H Long periods
river
57 Politician1 Fits of anger
32 Caterpillar hairs
broker?
5Confuse
34 Singer Haggard eoPlaces
10Aking of
35Rough
at Purfle
Norway
guesses: Abbr.
u
One of seven
t4Polite
37 Like a rotunda
interjection
83
Tennis
great
39 ltalia's capital
15--Root,
· M Ovid's "It
40 Range animal
Nobelist for
hurts!"
42 Life-preserver
Peace:1912
as Swindles
filling
t i Capp character 44 Service vehicle
t7 Actor45 Cotton fabric for
bricklayer?
DOWN
costumes
t9Newts
47 Municipal slot
1 Rank above a
20 Where Hansel
machines
capt.
won in June
49 Tooth stealer?
2 Melville whaler
1991
so Quintet
3Attican
21 "Ars - - artis" St " - i n
township
23Graphite
remembrance
4 "I begin to - 24 Lustrous
of me": Luke
rat": Cervantes
25 Hock, old style
22:19
sLamented
Hlike some
53 Hindu
• Kudu's cousin
swords
merchants
7 Holyfield
weapon
a Exclamation of
surprise
3 H S 'I
9 Enthusiastic
I ::> O 1 · to Poisonous
shrub
t t Hall of Fame
-...:::+~".r:-liiiilliiiil
pitcher-citrus
grower?
-+-t--+--+--1 · t 2 Against
-+-+--+--t t3 Anatomical
ducts
-+-+--t ta Mergansers
22 African thong
24Win all the
games in a
series
25 That is, in Latin
..................-t 21 Erstwhile D.C.
hostess

Name: ________________

D Cash

~

Sony CD player $50, Advent
digital sound processor $!50.
Four auto Bose speakers
w/equalizer, digital radio
cassette $200. More 3457282.
-------....,-,-__,,,12/7
Magnavox stereo $30. Realistic stereo $125. Marantz
Equalizer Amp. $60. Zenith
12" speakers $15. 348-5460.
- - - - , - - - - - - -·_12/7
1987 Chevette 4 speed
AM/FM cassette, new tires,
looks great, runs good
75,000 miles $2300.00 3480692.
------~1V7
2 15" MTX SPEAKER BOX
WOOFERS #350. LIKE
NEW. MARY JO 581-2917.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1V7
1985 Dodge 600 All electric
very good condition $4,500.
1976 AMC Hornet good
850.00 345-6415.
oo-----,--,---,,,.--,--,--12/7
Formals for Sale. $75 to
$100. Sizes 3 and 5. Call
Kelly after 6:30 pm 3487732.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1V7
For sale one Remington
Electric adding machine
CHEAP. 345-6797.

1968 Chevelle SS396 4speed posi, power steering
$2500.00 345-1118.
- - - - - - - -12/7
' 86 YAMAHA FZ 600
red/ white/blue, quick, low
miles, new tires, runs great!
Must sell, $2600 345-9129.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1V7
Formals for sale $25-$65
sizes 9-11 . Call Mary at 5813215.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1V7
82 KZ650 6500 mi. Runs
and looks great. $750.00
348-1983.
oo---.,----,---,---1'V7
Formals very nice. Lavender
and royal blue. Worn once.
Size 8/9. $25 OBO 3485541.
~-------12/7
Speedo swim suit size 1O.
Ladies never worn tags are
attached $30.00 . Call 581- 5758.
'

ACROSS

CLASSIFIED AD FORM

Payment:

, -

Urgent: female S'ubleasor
needed. own room. Electric
and water included. call
Holly or Melissa at 3454081.
.
10/24
2 female subleasors needea.
Clean furnished house with
washer/dryer. $130/mo.
Monica or Veronica. 3481131.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/21
FOR RENT: Nice 2 Bedroom
apartment at 227 N. Third,
Charleston, 300 a month.
Call 217-438-3895.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/23

One Bedroom apartment
near EIU. Stove, refrigerator,
drapes. A/C. No pets. Available now . $300/mo 3454220.

••••••

•

51 Brain tissu
52 Homopho
whose
53 Union of a
54Prying
55 Cut off
saEdible
Japanese
59"--

Rheingold"

R._19

F
DA.Y
OCT. 18, 1991

3 Mustang GLX 2dr
hback V-6 3.8L Auto
B cruise Am/Fm Tape
75,000 Miles. Excellent
ition $3250. 345-3020

We Pay Cash for Broken
gold jewelry, diamonds,
class rings, gold or silver
coins & collection modern &
antique guns.- The Pawn
Shop 518 6th On the
1217
Square. 348-1 011
~C:::-;h-o-c-;ol-at:-e-;L-a-:--b-.-::--6 mos
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1217
$75. Call 382-4690 after SIGMA KAPPA SIGMA Pl
SIGMA KAPPA SIGMA Pl
SIGMA KAPPA SIGMA Pl
---=-.,.--=--:---1217
mage Sale: Today and SIGMA KAPPA.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _10/18
8am-2pm.
orrow.
ues; Fiesta below book; Hey Roxanne! Champaign
clothes; lamps; novels; was fun-Looking forward to
rs; daybed cover; dis- Saturday(Your lucky Gal!).
racks and stands; pie- Arnie!
·
s and frames; floor _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/18
s; adv. signs; hostess CYNDI BAUM: HONESTLY,
decorator items; blue YOU ARE A GREAT DRIVmagnificent misc. $1.00 ER!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _10/18
after 11 am Saturday.
Jackson.
ESA Walk-a-thon is coming!
Help the ladies of ESA raise
money for the kids of St.
Judes.!!!!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _10/18
SON: HAVE A GREAT
D: Scientific calculator B'DAY!! WE'LL PARTY
arfield by Kiehm Hall. NEXT WEEKEND. DDK.
m at Daily Eastern _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/18
SPAIN IN THE SUMMER
OF 92: airfare, lodging,
:-=-:--,..-:--:--=---1 0118
: Black Lab Puppy. IF meals, transportation, tours,
D PLEASE CONTACT and college credit. The price
RBILL AT 345-6868.
is right! Call Jeff at 3481083.
~---c:::-o---:---:-10/18
: key, Glow-in-the-Dark _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/18
ey chain from Las Stacy Eads-Happy 22nd
.581-8136.
Birthday! Your the best
Roomie ever! Love, Sea
"=----,-,-:---c---10/18
D or will give to good Creature.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/18
. Grey and white cat.
clean and friendly. Alpha Gamma Delta would
s good home right like to congratulate Pat
.Call 581"8022.
Sheehy on making Home=--=---:---=-=-=--=-10/18
coming Court!
D: Set of 5 K~ys in . ,
,, .
,
J0/1!}.
In front of'McAfee."Calr-c '1<1i~n~fi1 Fi'tfm'kg-j f 8 AT~~a0
18. Identify to claim.
Gamma ·Delta, Congratula~-,---,----,-10/21
tions on getting lavaliered to
: Set of car keys on a Eric Severson of Delta Tau
e ring in/outside of Delta! Love, Your Alpha
-Lost Thurs. Oct. 10. Garn Sisters.
call Eastern News at _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/18
12.
Alpha Phi & Sigma Chi, Congratulations on winning Fun
.-.,--,.,.,----,.--,---1 0/21
: 14K gold rope chain Games! Love, the Alpha
harm. Call 345-2803 Garns.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _10/18
Sigma Kappa, Sigma Pi. Go
Eastern! Homecoming 1991.
Good luck Saturday!
--,-------10/18
Julie Chlebos, you are such
a doll. I miss not talking to
you as much, but you know
how special you are to me.
Love ya, Willy.

Go EIU Panthers! Good luck
in the Homecoming Football
Game. Jr. Panhell is rooting
for you!_
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/18
CATIE
RAMKE-MOM,
YOU'RE THE GREATEST!
WE'LL HAVE A BLAST
THIS WEEKEND!! SIGMA
LOVE, SARA.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _10/18
Alpha Sigma Alpha would
like to wish everyone a
. Happy Homecoming Weekend. GO PANTHERS!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _10/18
Alpha Sigma Alpha welcomes back all of their Alumnae. Get excited for a great
weekend!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _10/18
JIM WEINER, Even though
you are my best buddy, you
should back off cuz LAURA
DILL is mine. Jim, I love her.
Laura, I love you. I want you,
I need you, and I have to
have you. Snicker! Snicker!
Willy.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _10/18
IT IS STILL THE NIGHT,
you are a very special person. I have so much fun talking to .you and being with
you. I hope you have fun at
Homecoming, but not TOO
much. Just keep me in mind
after Homecoming.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _10/18
HEY ALPHA GAMS, YOU
LADIES ARE SO MUCf;I
FUN TO DO HOMECOMING WITH. POMPING WITH
ALL OF YOU IS LIKE HAVING A FUNCTION EVERY
NIGHT. YOU ARE THE
BEST! WE LOVE ALL OF
YOU. THE MEN OF~ p~1 JA
TAU DELTA.
. '.iT B"1
_ _ _ _ _ _ _10/18
Sidney McFarland: You're
doing a super job with pledging! Keep it up! Love, Your ·
Guardian Angel.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _10/18
TRl-SIGS, Good luck during
Homecoming & with your
float. Love, Joel.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _10/18
LAURA DILL, you are awesome. Thanx for being there
for me. I'll always be here for
you! Love, Willy.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/18
PARTY TONIGHT. DON'T
MISS IT. 1151 6TH ST.
ACROSS FROM COACH
EDDYS. PARTY, PARTY,
PARTY.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _10/18

TONYA MOORE, YOU ARE
IN CHARGE! I HOPE
EVERYONE IS THANKING
YOU.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _10/18
MINDY OTT: Congratulations on being AST Scholar
of the Week!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _10/18
ALPHA GAMS: WIN OR
HOMECOMING
LOSE,
WOULDN'T BE THE SAME
WITHOUT YOU!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _10/18
DAVE GORRELL, I'm glad
you aren't so crabby anymore! I hope Kodi goes all
over your bed. Willy & the
White House.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _10/18
Jim Johnson, congratulations on being Freshman
Attendant! Love, the Alpha
Garns.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _10/18
Tom, It's nice to know that
someone loves me so much.
I love you! It's going to be a
GREAT weekend!! I love
you, Susie.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _10/18
Happy 21st Catherine Wharton-Brown! Come wish her a
happy birthday tonight at
Stix! Love, Rick.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _10/18
LORA BENTON, CONGRATULATIONS ON GETTING LAVALIERED TO JIM
KNOBLICH OF SIGMA CHI.
LOVE, YOUR TRI-SIGMA
SISTERS.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _10/18
SIGMA NU PROUDLY
ANNOUNCES ITS 5TH
YEAR ANNIVERSARY ON
CAMPUS.
,, , :r.
)1O/t8
SLGlViA .,NU--fLORtDA- IS
OUR STATE AND WE
MADE IT LOOK GREAT.
NOW WE'RE ALMOST
DONE AND THE BEST IS
YET TO COME! HOMECOMING '91 ! GO SNAKES!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _10/18
HEY MATI! HAPPY BIRTHDAY-WE'LL CELEBRATE
PADRE STYLE BABY! BILL
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/18
Congratulations to Angela
Halfman for being named
Freshman Attendant! You
make us very proud! Love,
your Alpha Garn Sisters.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/18
REED-What do you say-All
Greek Sisters? Love·,
Michelle.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _10/18

by Bill Watterson
I \t\INK '(O\JRt ~ llm.E
BIG ~O"R °™ti.T NOW.

NO~ R\1\4 ~~
Tut. ~\SlE M~O
LET G<J!

Homecoming Bash across
from Coach Eddy's Friday
night. Tonight, Party, Party.
(1151 6th St.)
10/18
S,,...l'""'G...,..M"""A-C,,,..H,..,.1,--a_n_d-,A,..,.L""'P.,...,.HA PH I
would like to wish the EIU
Panthers Good Luck during
Homecoming game.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/18
SHELLEY MOUSHON: Congratulations on AST Active
of the Week!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _10/18
The WOMEN of ALPHA
SIGMA TAU welcome all of
our alumnae and guests.
Here's to an awesome
Homecoming!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _10/18
AST FOOTBALL TEAM: You
guys did a great job. We're
really proud of you. Love,
Your Sisters.
10/18
C,,. . ,. ,H__
R_Is=--M-o=R-1c=-1=--0.,.--f p KA:
Thank you for being the
BEST football coach and
sweetheart! We love you,
the ASTs.
_________10/18
KELLI SCALES: You're the
BEST Alpha Garn pledge
ever! Keep up the great
work! Love, Your Guardian
Angel.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/18
Tonya, Liz, Jim & John, you
guys are doing a great job!
Thanks for all you have
done! Alpha Gamma Delta,
Delta Tau Delta!! Love, the
Alpha Garns.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/18
DEL TS-It's been a great
Homecoming week! Thanks
for all your help & support.
Let's get excited for tomorrow1 Love, the Alpha Garns.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/18
Diamond Dan, Thanks for
helping me through the last
five weeks. You are the
sweetest. Get psyched for
tomorrow. In Boat, Balls.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/18
GROUND ZERO-EXCELLENT show Wed. night at
TED'S! You guys are HOT!
Keep it up!-WENDI.

Brad, Brian & Jayme-Call
me crazy-But I had a good
time. Must have been cuz I
worked with THE COOLEST
CO-CHAIRS EVER! Thanx.
Love and stresses, Shelbie.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _10/18
To the sweetest guy ever:
Thanks for the dedication
Wed. at Ted's. You made
my night. WEN.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _10/18
KELLY FLOOD-Congratulations on being crowned the
1991 Homecoming Queen!
You looked beautiful at coronation! We are so proud of
you! Love, Your Alpha Garn
Sisters.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _10/18
Monica Carey & Mary
Suthard-Good Luck at the
game Saturday. We will be
there to cheer you on! Love,
Your Alpha Garn Sisters.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _10/18
Sherade and Bobby, Happy
Sweetest Day. You guys are
the Best! God bless you.
Love, your women (Goldie
and T.L.B.)
_ _ _ _ _ _ _10/18
SOCCER CLUB 4 O'CLOCK
CLUB 2216 S.9th #203 Lincolnwood Apts. (players
please bring you're $10)
_ _ _ _ _ _ _10/18
KALI PERKINS, you are
doing a great job with pledging and with getting so
involved. Have a blast with
homecoming. I'm so proud
of you! Love in ALPHA
GAM, your Guardian Angel.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _10/18
FUNDRAISER: MARK A.
NOVAK, CANDIDATE FOR
STATE'S ATTORNEY, Fox
Ridge State Park, Saturday,
October 19, 1991. 12:007:00p.m. Tickets: $10.00 per
person (available at park).
Brats, beans, and drink
served (a copy of our report
filed with the County Clerk is
(or will be) available for purchase from the County
Clerk, Coles Co. Courthouse, Charleston, IL
61920)

'SELL SHORT
. SAVE LONG'
It's the 1 for $1 deal!
The Daily Eastern News
will run your
CLASSIFIED AD
for 1 day for $1 *
•10 words ONE DAY is $1.00
*THE t FOR $1 IS AVAILABLE TO ANY NON-COMMERCIAL INDIVIDUAL WHO WISHES TO gLL, AN ITEMS OR ITEMS (MAX. OF 3
ITEMS). ALL ITEMS MUST BE PRICED •

Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~~

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Phone: _ _ _ _ __
!T'5J/ET~

aiet?rTOI<, I t?ON'T
!<NOW MIY IA/B MN
HAY6 A PHONe. IT'5

N5VBR 600/? f'.¥W5.

Dates to run _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Message:

(one word per line)

I llCW7 6ET 6«JfJ
Nf.WG!
I

Under Classification of: FOR SALE Person accepting ad _ __
Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _Compositor_ __
No. words/days. _ _ _ _ _ _.Amount due:$ _ _ __

ALPHA GAMS: THE FLOAT
IS LOOKIN SWEET! NICE
JOBI WE'RE LOOKING
FORWARD TO SATURDAY.
THE MEN OF DELTA TAU
DELTA.

10l18

"""KA....,R""'l,...,D,,...A"""'B""'R"""'ow~s"""K""'l...,..·H'appy

1 Gth Birthday to my A·kid
pig. Love, Jeannie.
10l18
PH"""""'1,...,s"""1a=s-a_nd.....,,,.S1""'G1,.,..\iA~

NU'•

Float look• aw•ome. Get
ready to party. Jeff and. Ken.

_________._10/18

FALL 1111
COMMENCEMENT
Fall 1991 Commence·
ment will be held Id 2 p.m.,
Sunday, December 8, in
Lantz
Gymna1ium.
Rehearsal will be .held at 2
p.m., Friday, December 6,
in Lantz FieldhouM.
Instruction
packet•
~ncluding mail-order form•
for caps and gown•) will be
mailed to graduation candld atea at their permanent
address" late in October.
The mail order deadline for
regalia will be November

I

Barret, Scott, Nutty, Clint·
Thanks for/ being great
coach•. We couldn, Mv•
mad• it to the top without
you M•· Lcwe, A-PHI foot.
bll players.

10l18

C,...A.,..,T"""l""""E--..R....
A...,M"""K'"'"'E-,-.CON·
GRATULATIONS ON GET·
TING LAVALIERED TO
STERLING TABER OF
DELTA TAU DELTA.
LOVE, YOUR TRI-SIGMA
SISTERS.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _10l18

KARI DABROWSKI, H~

1111h Birthday to a wondetfU
alater and friend!! Love,

Krlaty.

10l18

~,..,._...o"""z"'"·,.....
L_..----00-,...,c:tt-.., ow

Panthers on to victory on
Salurdayl Love, the men of

LAMBDA CHI.

10l18

T""'o_th_e_me_n_of...,,..Si
.....-gm-a Nu:
LAr. mlk• the llumnl proud
to be rnemt.a of the Legion

of Honor.·The Delta Forc:e_ _ ___,.._ _ _10l18

may rent regalia bV calling ACCEPTED. 'f.he A11is·
the Commencement Office tanc• Center i• locat•d in
in Old Main 219 (581-2161) Blair ._.all, Room #100.
bV November 13. Each grad- Office houra are Monday
uate ia uked to invite a faC> · through Friday, 8:00 a.m. ulty .member to partic:ipm.
4:30p.m.'
PleaH watch for further
Commencement announce- C. B. Campbell, Oiredlor
ments.
Academic Aaaiatance
Daniel E. Thornburgh,

Director

TEXTBOOK RENTAL
SERVICE'

Textbook Sal• for the Fal
91 aemHter
be n
progreH beginning MonSPRING AEGISTAA TION
September 30th, and
Students asligned to the wil end on Friday, NOY•~
13.
Academic AHiatance Cen- ber llh. Students may P..r·
College/School marching ter muat make an appoint- chue, at full repl11eement
order for the ceremony will · ment to regiater for the oost, teXlbookl checked out
be: Graduate School; Spring, 19Gr'l '9rm. Students to them tor cou,... in which
Health, Phyaical Education, assigned to the Center a,. they. are curre,..y enrolled,
and REcreation; Llberal all freshmen, pre-buainffs subject to the avlilability of
ARts and Sciences; Applied major• and 1tudent1 who replacement•. Student•
Sc:ienc•: Adult and Contin- have not declared or met need to bring th• textbooks
uing Education (BOG adml11ion requirfn:ientJ to-, ..in with them at the
Degree); Busln..a; Educa- their selected major.a. The purchase. Textbook Rent
tion: Fine Arts.
appointment rn.11t be made Service houra of operation
All faculty are encour- in person. PHONE CALLS are 8:00 a.m. to 12.:00 p.m.,
aged and urged to partici- FOR
APPOINTMENT and 1:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.
pate in the ceremony. They DATES WILL NOT BE MondaythNFriday.
Centennial and Special
Events

will

ctay.

ti.

JESSICA CLARK-I HOPE
YOU HAVE A GREAT
WEEKEND AND I'll SEE
YOU AT THE GAMEi
LOVE IN ALPHA GAM,
YOUR
GUARDIAN
ANGEL.

-------10/18

TODD ADAMS: What'I Mppenin g-d&,1de? Thanx for
alway• being there for me
and making me amilel
H~
t Dayl Love
'
ya, Sheri.

s......

_ _ _ _ _ _ _10l18

Monty R. Bennett, Director
Textbook Rental Service
DROP DEADLINE
The deadline for dropping
a claH and receiving an
automatic 'W' for the dau
ia TUESDAY, OCTOBER
22. Be aure to call in on the
Touch·Tone Syaam at least
· 1S minut• before dosing

Tri·Si9'M and Sig Epa, you
guy• are doing a great job
with Homecoming! Get
psycNd far . . bJlbll gmne.

.,,.__ _ _ _-_10l18

The men of LAMBDA CHI
ALPHA would like to wilh ._
toolblll ...,. . . best of luck
Cl'.'I SaUday agllinat ISU.

,....................,..-..,,..............-10l18

Congratulation• to Joel
Wameke tor mllklng Homecoming Courtl Love, the·

AlphaGama.
.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _10l18

You may retake thi•
exam a• many time• ad
necessary to pass, but on
scheduled dat• only. ·
David K. Dodd, OiNCtor
T•ting S.rvic:ea

WAITING COMPETENCY
EXAMINATION
To satisfy graduation
'1ime.
requirements for the Bach•
lor'• degree at Eastern llHMchael D. Taylor
noi• Univeriity, you must
Dl"9c:tor of Regiatra1ion
pea• the Writing Co"'*8ncy Examination. (See
CONSTITUTION
undergraduate catalog).
EXAMINATION
Aegiater to take thia exaniThe Conatitution Exami· nnon after you have comnation will be given on · pelted aixty ••mest•r hours
TuHday, November S, (junior standing) and have
1991. Register in person completed the all-university
from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. Mon- Enali•h r~uirement (typiday through Friday at th• cally English 1001 and
booth in thtJJnion"Book· - 1002, or the equivalent).
.•tO'i. Lcung@ri~ Register in perltth{;ft,Q.m
ID (driver'i license pr•· 11 :OO to 3 :OO Monday·
ferred) and S2 for the f... throug~ Friday Id the booth
. The registration period for in the Union Bookstore
thi• exam is October Lounge; bring a photo ID
16-0c:tober 29.
(driver's license preferred)

The Dally Eastern News
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and $10 for the fee.
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a

view Practice on
from' 3:30 p.m. to 5.
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from 9:00 a.m. to 4.
at the College of -Oil
Glen Ellyn, llHnQis.
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Career Planning &
mentCenter
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teady Thorne leads Panther offensive attack
ties. It is just a lack of concentration."
Through the Panthers' first six
games, Thorne has completed 90
of 134 pass attempts, a 67.2 percent completion record, for
1,025 yards. He has thrown 13
touchdown passes while only
throwing three interceptions.
Compared to last year's numbers of two touchdown passes,
Thorne has been putting the ball
in the end zone via the pass
much more this year than in his
rookie campaign.
Thorne hopes that a more
wide open offensive attack will
help the Panthers change those
one-point losses into big wins.
Every game for the Panthers
from now until the end of the
File photo season is a must-win for them to
Sophomore quarterback Jeff Thorne hopes to lead the Panthers to a Homecoming victory against Illinois keep their dim playoff hopes
alive.
State at 2 p.m. Saturday at O'Brien Stadium.
"We need this game more
"I feel real good about the
One thing which has cost the off against them, five of which than any other just to give a
way I have played this ·year, but Panthers during the skid is an were personal fouls.
boost to our morale," said
there is always room . for abundance of penalties. Two
"I really don't know what the Thorne, who is 4-8 as the
improvement," said the 5-foot- weeks ago in the Panthers' deal is with the penalties," said Panthers' starting quarterback. "I
l 0, 175-pound signal caller. Gateway Conference opening Thorne. "The personal fouls think we have the best offense in
"There is always some second loss to Western Illinois they should never happen and the the conference, but we haven't
guessing when your losing and were flagged eight times for 71 penalty situation is way out of been as aggressive as of late and
we have lost three in a row and yards and last week against hand. Especially at this point in we want to get back to that this
it makes you think even that Indiana State they drew nine the season. There is no way you weekend."
much more."
flags and had 124 yards marched should have 125 yards in penal-

a football season that has
filled with near wins and
calls there has been one
istent factor on Eastern 's
all Panthers, the play of
omore quarterback Jeff

e.
me, who is coming off of
hman year that was halted
es into the season due to
le injury, is ranked sixth
nation in passing efficiend has tossed at least one
down pass in every game.
e ankle is fine; it is at 100
t," said Thorne, a product
eaton Central High School
holds state records of 57r TD passes and he also
for over 100 yards in 27
s. "I took the same hit that
red my ankle last year
nst Western Illinois two
ago against them again,
's fine."
th the Panthers in the midst
lhree game losing streak, a
in which all three games
been decided by one point,
e said he has been doing
second guessing during the

Sweetest Day
Oct. 19th
Specials
A DOZEN Red Roses
ARRANGED in a Basket
$20.Wl
... ., t i .,,
2 Roses Vased $8.50
Love You Balloon $3.00 & U
6 Carnations Vased $12.50
Green Plants $10.00 & Up
Lawyer • Richie flower Shop
I Ith.St. & Lincoln Ave.

~~ir-~

3 Blocks East of OLD ItlAirl

UNIVERSITY
.. '1 ••

-HARD

BODIES
MALE/FEMALE
EXOTIC DANCERS

345-5808

SIGMA KAPPA
Let our staff add customized highlights to your hair
without subtracting time from your busy lifestyle by using the
NEW Colorgraphics'" Highlighting System.
IT'S FUN
1rs FAST
IT'S FASHION
Brilliant highlights make your hair
shimmer and shine with a new vitality.
Call our Matrix Colorgraphics salon today
for the HIGHLIGHT OF YOUR LIFE.

M

A

T

R

I

X

!

Donna's Hair Creations
1408 Sixth St. 345-4451

wmatrix·
HAIR AND SKIN •.;ARE

Welcomes our Alumnae
back for
tiomecoming '91·
and
Would like to-wish
Eastern the best of luck!
News, Sports, Editorials, and more,
All the Best for You •••
In The Daily Eastern News!

FAMOUS McTHRIFTY LOW PRICES

~ "HAVE A CLASSIC HOMECOMING
WHILE CELEBRATING

''AMERICA THE BEAUTIFUL''
WITH AMERICA'S CLASSICS ...

... Coca-Cola - RC Cola

2LITERS
87¢
·OFCOKE&RC
for

EACH
LIMIT 4 PER CUSTOMER

OFFER GOOD
FRIDAY OCT. 18 - SUNDAY OCT. 20
'

EVERYDAY

LOW LOW PRICES

t

'

-LOTTO-STAMPS-MONEY ORDERS-XEROX SERVICE-OPEN 24 HOURS-COUPONS ACCEPTED-FOOD STAMPS ACCEPTED-

homecomings
of the past

2

God Plays
Live:

Eric Clapton:s
24 Nights

5

Regarding
Randy
Randy Arney, an Eastern Theater arts
alumni, returns this weekend to receive a
Distinguished Alumni Award
a

It's
timeless story of th"e . ,Mai-Y Winkleback ,Smith: . gave me·
hometown boy gone on to seek the chance to act."
fame - and hitting the big time.
He knew by his junior year in
This hometown boy is Randy high school that being in theater
Arney, an Effingham native and was what he wanted to do for the
Eastern alumni, whose theater rest of his life. And, like most high
experience has enabled him to a school juniors, he had begun to
receive a Tony award on behalf of choose colleges to attend for .his
Chicago's Steppenwolf Theater bachelor's degree.
for the 1990 production of "The
But for Arney, Eastern was his
Grapes of Wrath."
first choice.
Arney, who graduated from
"My dad went to school there
Eastern in 1978 with a Theater (Eastern) as well as my two older
Arts major and a Speech Commu- sisters," he said. "I visited the
nication minor, will receive a Dis- school and I was attracted to the
tinguished Alumnus Award recog- size and I felt that Eastern could
nizing his outstanding accomplish- provide good training and a solid
ments in theater this Homecom- background, but it wasn't so large
ing. Arney will be in O'Brien field that you became a number.
during halftime of the Eastern-Illi"And I still feel that way," he
nois State University football added. "Eastern really gives a
game to receive his award.
quality education. There I got
Arney credits the beginning of hands-on training and got a wellhis theater career to two Effing- rounded education. Some colleges
ham High School teachers who specialize too soon."
encouraged him to pursue the art.
He is currently the artistic
"I caught the acting bug in high director for the Steppenwolf ThePhoto courtesy Steppen~er
school," said Arney in an inter- ater Company in Chicago, a posi- Two Eastern alums who've made it to the big time. Joan Allen (left) and Randy
view from his home in Chicago.
Arney {right) portray Mr. and Mrs. Saul Emory in an adaptation of Anne Tyler's
:/=Continued on page 7c
"Two teachers, Barry Martin and
novel Earthly Possessions at the Steppenwolf Theater this summer.

By CA1HY BEHRENDT
As the 76th Eastern Homecoming,
"America The Beautiful - EIU Salutes the
Red, White and Blue" soars to a frenzied
peak this weekend, some may be wondering what Eastern Students and alumni
did in years gone by.
Themes and events of Eastern
Homecomings are varied, but in retrospect, what comes around goes around.
For instance, the 1962 Homecoming
theme was "Our American Heritage,"
which is similar to this year's theme.
Eastern's first Homecoming Queen,
Ernestine Taylor, was crowned 61 years
ago by the editor of F..astern's newspaper,
the Normal &hoof News.
The Normal &hool News, began the
tradition of the Homecoming Queen contest in 1930. The queen was crowned by
the News editor until 1956, with the
exception of 1953 when former Eastern
President Robert G. Buzzard did the honors.
From 1954 to 1960, the Student
Senate President crowned the Homecoming Queen; thereafter the new queen
was crowned by the previous year 's
queen.
In remembering coronations long gone
by, former Eastern President Quincy
Doudna was quoted in the Oct. 10, 1986
of The Daily Eastern News as saying,
"I'm not sure what it's like today, but the
crowning of the queen was a ceremony
with dignify."
Doudna's description of this year's

coronation might not fall in the "dignified" category - shouting and stomping
were the order of the evening as Kelly
Rood and Fred Nesland were crowned
Homecoming Queen and King of 1991.
Dignified is also the wrong adjective for
the 1974 coronation, which featured a
concert by Chicago-based rock and roll
band Styx.
Styx played prior to the announcement
of the 197 4 Homecoming Queen and
court; and in a surprising move, Tom
Wade ran for the title of queen in 1974
and actually won third runner-up placement on the homecoming court. Wade
beat out John Mattson by being the first
male on the Homecoming court.
But at least there was a coronation; in
1972 there was no queen at all due to
alleged election violations followed by
racial demonstrations.
That Homecoming was fraught with
troubles; not only was the queen quashed,
but the parade was poshed.
The annual Homecoming Parade, in
existence since 1915, was called off in
1972 due to prohibitive costs of floatmaking. In the place of previous parades,
a house-decorating contest was held.
The 1986 Homecoming Parade
included scores of classic cars due to the
theme "It's A Classic," but the most classic part of Homecoming 1986 was the
Homecoming football game against
Northern Iowa.
. In the last seconds of the game, the
Panthers were down 28-30. A 58-yard
Panther field goal as time expired pushed

Photo courtesy of tilt!

The best of times: Styx axeman James ''J. Y." Young at Eastern's 1974
Homecoming dance. Does this look like the guy who wrote "Mr. Roboto'?''
the score of this classic contest to 31-30.
The 1991 Panthers are probably hoping they can· help "EIU Salute the Red,
White and Blue" by re-enacting the classic
win of 1986.
However, the athletic department is

ti~

EIU
Salutes
.'· _,. the Red . .
White & ·s1ae:· ·_

lPJfE!m.
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520 N. 19TH Mattoon 258 - 8919
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WHY FIGHT THE CROWDS THIS
HOMECOMING?
Instead, Come Hear Some of the Best Acoustic
Music Charleston has to Offer.

LIVE FROM FRIENDS & O ·
JIM DONAHOO
P~eviously open~d for "THE TRIO"

Welcome Back
ALUMNS!
LARGE
SELECTION
OF KEGS
IN STOCK

EIH
[IU
ElH
EIH
ElH

JACKSON ST. AT RTE. 130
345-5722
DRIVE UP WINDOW

El8
[IU
EIH

El8
Playing: Ario Guthrie, The Moody Blues
EIH
t1u
James Taylor and More!
t1u
EIHtlU[IU[IU[IU[IU[IU[IU[IU[IU[IU[IU[IU[IU[IU[IU[IU[IU[IU[IU
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BRITNY RIDGE
APTS .

:i:

FLAVORED SCHNAP

(peppermint, peach, root
750 ml. $3.99

(3x - 3y) (6x + 4y)
7xy2

PINE TREE
APTS .

Greek Court
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~

· SPRING
HAVEN

TANQUERAY GIN
750 m.I $10 99
CANADIAN CLUB

HERITAGE
WOODS

CARMEN
HALL

FRIEND?

12 pk. CANS $3.99

-

New Access Road

u

A

KEYSTONE &.. KEYSTONE

ICE
--

:'5 <(
~

NEED

probably hoping that at least one
of that game is not replayed; the
post-game celebration featured a
celebration in which the left up·
goal post was ripped off and t
Campus Pond.

750 ml. $8.49

$'

CHILLED MONDAVI
WHITE ZINFANDEL
1.5 LTR. $6.29
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WANT To TALK?

EASTSIDE
PACKAGE
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Jackson ~venue
THE
SQUARE

Monroe Avenue

For a *confidential
non-judgemental Friend
call Father Gre~ Stevens

234-6970
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omecoming week giVes ·G reeks active schedules
ost traditions that occur
g Homecoming week are
ressed .through Eastern' s
k system.
ch fraternity and sorority
its own Homecoming trans that are a major part
at chapter's history.
It differs with each
p," said Eileen Sullivan,
tant director of student
vities/greek affairs. "I
the Homecoming dance
e traditiorr that incorpoalumni and undergraduatt Johnson, Interfraterresident and a member
l~a Chi, agrees that the
ecoming D;;tnce is an
rtant greek tradition.
involves the alumni in
ng a function with the
nger undergraduates,"
on said.
ost of the houses have
(dances), we really get a
mix. It's a fun time,
yone gets along really
"
I know that Sigma Chi
Delta Tau Delta are celeting anniversaries this
r, so they may be doing
ething special, '\.Sullivan
The women groups try to
an open house so alumgo through the chapter
s," she added.
Almost all houses have an
house for the alumni to
the chapter house,"
ori said.

Sullivan said Homecoming
week, with all the different
activities and events, draw a
big response from the greek
chapters.
"The greeks do have a
good turn out during the
week," she said. "They really
enjoy the activities and participate in almost everything. It's
really an exciting week."
The greeks started brainstorming for ideas on their
floats and themes for window
painting when they pulled
their states out of the hat for
Homecoming.
"They start formulating in
their minds ideas for floats
with the hat pull-out and then
started building frames for the
floats several weeks ago,"
Sullivan said. "Pomping started this week."
Johnson said that preparations for next years Homecoming will begin in a few
months.
"Four months before is
when things really start falling
in place and when we start to
tie up loose ends," Johnson
said.
"With all the pomps, -trailer
and chicken wire, it takes a
lot of planning."
The fraternities and sororities usually are the biggest
draw for alumni who come
back to Eastern for Homecoming.
"Alumni of fraternities and
sororities feel so much ownership to the university," Sullivan said. "A lot of our best
donors in the alumni were fra-

Karen Medina/Staff photographer
Many fraternities and sororities plan months ahead for Homecoming activities. Aside from Parent's
Weekend, Homecoming is one of the busiest weekend for the members of the Greek system.

ternity and sorority members."
"I think they feel a sense of
community coming back
here," Sullivan said.
"Greeks have a membership for life and are very supportive. Alumni who come
back range from people who
just graduated in last May to
people who graduated 10 to
15 years ago."
"They (the alumni) want to
come back, it's fun for them."
Johnson said he feels that
the alumni like to come back
to see the houses and how
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lebrate Homecoming Weekend With Us EIU
EIU

. - $1 00 LONGNECKS ~ $200 PITCHERS

ER:
EIU

We Will Sell No Beer Before It's Time (4:00 p.m.)

Ii

EIU

~-------------------------------------1m
SAT. - BABY BOTILES 50(, $200 PITCHERS 18

I

•

OPEN AT t 1:00 a.m.

I

Miiier Lite, Bud, Budllght

~
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TERN'S NEWEST BAR (FORMERLY HOOTR'.S)
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they've changed.
He also mentioned that
greek alumni may be the
alumni who return in the
higher numbers because they
have a place to come back to.
"There's not a real place
for alumni who were not
greek to come back to like
there is for those who were,"
Johnson said.
"It makes it easy for them
to come back."
"Last year, I'd estimate that
we (Delta 'Chi) had (between)
80 to 100 alumni come
back," Johnson said.

.

"It's (Delta Chi) brotherhood of a !ifetime and it really
shows at Homecoming."
Homecoming week for the
fraternities and sororities is
very similar to Greek Week
and Parents Weekend.
"It's very similar to Greek
Week," Sullivan said. "There
are fewer activities (in Homecoming Week), but it is a
week of scheduled activities
that the greeks participate
in.''

. "Parents Weekend is also a
very busy time," Sullivan said.
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1992 Spring Break to SOUTH,PADRE
Airfare:.$16000 from S~. Louis
March 21-28

Book Now! Will go fast!!
Call Charleston Travel 345-7731
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CARRY-OUT SPECIAL ••

I

GOOD 7 DAYS A WEEK

Large (16") ·:
ausage Pizza !

!

$6.95
Good on Carry-Out Only 7 Days a Week
Offer Expires April 30, 1992

I
I
I

Stretch It At -

815 Broadway

Mattoon

234-6442

-I
I
I
I
I
I

••I

E PRESENT nus couroN WHEN PICKING UP ORDER

•••••••••••••••••
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WELCOME BACK
AND

CONGRATULATIONS
TO .

RANDALL
ARNEY
1991 Distinguished Alumnus Award Recipient
(Artistic Director, Steppenwolf Theatre Company)
from the Faculty, Staff, and Students
of the Theatre Arts Department
ON THE VERGE OF THE WEEKEND 3C

Unique Crafting

Cl)

0

.c

Dried Flowers,
Baskets, Wreaths,
Wood Products,
Many Craft Items

.

.

'

I r

Open Mon.-Fri. 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.;
Sat. 9 a.m. - 1 p.m.

718 1/2 Monroe Ave., Charl~ton, IL

s::

Pagliai's Pizza

0

Large Thin Single Item
& Qt. of Coke
For the Low Price of

$7.95plus
Stix
1412 Fourth St.
DJ: "The Ice Man"
Friends & Co.
509 Van Buren
The Nameless
Dungeon
lOp.m.
$2also:
Jazz Trio
Main Room
9:30 p.m.
$1.50
Jim Donahoo
Front Room
lOp.m.
Roes
410 Sixth St.
Taco the DJ
9:30 p.m.

Roes
410 Sixth St.
Taco the DJ
9:30 p.m.
also:
Shadoobee w/
Trip Master Monkey
9:30 p.m.
$2

Ted's
102 Sixth St.
Sticky Wicket
9:30 p.m.
$2 ($1 8-10 p.m. w/ coupon)

Ted's
102 Sixth St.
Clockwork Orange
9:30 p.m.
$2 ($1 8-10 p.m. w/coupon)

"SELL SHORT,

345-3400
Expires 11/16/91

7th &.. Monroe
On the Square
Charleston, IL
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WELCOME BACK
Watch the Parade with US.
Bloody .Mary Bar
"Build Your Own" $200

8 a.m.-7

- A - THON/
JOG -A-THON

The Dailv
•
Eastern News
FOR

2 am on Weekends

~ALK

SAVE LONG"
Ads at
10 WORDS

Not valid with any other
Open Daily 4 pm - 1

Friends & Co.
509 Van Buren
They Came in Droves wI
The Ingrates
Catherine's Horse
Reaction Formation
Dungeon
9:30 p.m.
$3
also:
Brian Cutright
Main Room
9:30 p.m.
$1.50

1 DAY
ONLY $1
FOR

FOR SALE
ITEMS ONLY!

Saturday

WHEN:
Sunday, October 20
TIME:
2:00 p.m .
WHERE: Library Quad
There is a $5.00 entry fee per person.
The proceeds will be going to the
Sean McKinney Memorial Scholarship Fund.

16 oz.
10 oz.
8 oz.
Soz.

All steak and chicken dinners come with
your choice of two side specialties:
Cole slaw, our famous homemade fries,
our creamy potato salad

EVERYONE IS WELCOME!!!!

Visit the Business
Office today
to place your ad.

Sponsored by:

BACCHUS

IFC

r------------------------,

I
I
I
I

Friends &..C0
509 Van Buren Ave.
(one Block South of Square)

:
:

IN THE DUNGEON
3 BANDS, 3 BUCKS

Saturday 1
Oct. 18th I
I
I

REACTION FORMATION - From Chicago
1 "'CATHERINE'S HORSE" - From Charleston

:
:

:

:

I

1
I

~d

: "THEY CAME IN DROVES" - From Springfield :
I
:

A Great Night Of Alternative Music
Use This Coupon for 1/2 Off Of Cover

I
:

1

Coupon Good From 9pm - 1Opm Only!

1
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T-Bone
Ribeye
Sirloin
Chicken Fillet

~

Steaks available from S p.m.-9 p.m.

.-i

Kitchen open 11 a.m.-9 p.m.

BO

~. C/Uc.h.an. Saajxx:t • Sai'ad

SATURDAY

Top Sirloin $7.59

SUNDAY

Giant Ribeye $7.59
Includes: Choice of Baked Potato
or French Fries and All You Can Eat
Freshtastics Food Bar!

1320 Charleston East
Mattoon, IL 235 - 3141
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INYL

ive God: Eric Clapton's wonderful 24 Nights
e past three years, regardless of pertragedies, have been kind to Eric
on. Crossroads (1988), a five-hour
· journey detailing EC' s 25 years as
's greatest British blues guitarist,
·ns one of the biggest-selling boxed
·ons. A year later, Clapton released
eyman, arguably his artistic comeand probably his best album since
's S/owhand.
Crossroads and Journeyman do
· g to convince the unknowledged
zealous EC fans deemed him "God"
raypaint on literally every ·available
e in London during the mid-60s,
24 Nights should. A condensed
roads Live of sorts, 24 Nights
'cally details every guise of Clapton's
- from his days in John Mayall's
breakers in the mid-60s up to
·eyman, 24 Nights offers healthy
s of classic Clapton.
whereas Crossroads simply stands
elaborate history of Clapton's works,
rghts is more of a celebration than
unt. A classy, yet raw indulgence
pton where he is best loved - the

a

stage - 24 Nights is, at the very least,
call to rejoice.
Divided into four parts; the four-piece
band, the blues band, the nine-piece band
and accompanied by an orchestra,
Clapton takes each of these segments on
24 Nights realms beyond their original
contexts.
For the four-piece set, Clapton and his
supporting cast successfully attempt to
bring the simple slambastics of his Cream
days into the 90s. Backed by his most
recent regulars (bassist Nathan East, ivory
tingler Greg Phillinganes and skinsman

Mother's...

elcomes old and new friends'
r~

Steve Ferrone), Clapton and this crew
escalate Cream classics such as "Badge
(note EC's honorable tip of the hat to
Traffic's "Glad" in the opening riff)," and
"White Room" to levels fellow Cream
cohorts Ginger Baker and Jack Bruce
would be proud of.
The blues segment, which focuses on
his days as a Bluesbreaker, is a bit more
shaky. Leading off with an all too ritzy rendition of "Watch Yourself,'' Clapton and
his blues bunch (which consists of such
notables as Johnnie Johnson, the genius
behind Chuck Berry and Jimmie Vaughan,

1

AIRFARES
49°0 ROUND TRIP

\.{-=~
~~
+ ~
(:.c;)
ial Saturday opening time:
4 p.m.

Coles County to Midway
·Call TODAY!
I ~800-824-8359

Just west of College
Highway 16 Major
Credit Cards Acc.

OLLEGE INN MOTEL
Phone (217) 345-3935

John Bowles, Manager
415 W. Lincoln
Charleston, IL 61920

Studio 3
1113 Uncoln
Tues. & Thurs.
Wed. & Fri.
Sat.

9 a.m. - 7 p.m.
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
8 a.m. - 2 p.m.

~

9:00 a.m.- 7 p.m. Mon-Fri
9:00 a.m.-3 p.m. Sat.

OUR SERVICE Is FREEi
Major Credit Cards Accepted

Cross County Mall Mattoon

f·

345-4269

--Wi--=o==m:--e-n-'s_H_a_k_cu=-t-$_1_0_._o_o
=
Men's Haircut $8.50 _

v

B.I.U·. STUDENT

(\(\

xe and Budget Units
r TV, Room Phones
Condition and Heat

the founder of the Fabulous Thunderbirds)
find the grit sooner, but not soon enough.
This is not the case with the nine-piece
band, which represents Clapton's usual
crew as of late. Containing his entire fourpiece band along with extras, this band which focuses primarily on Journeyman
material (with the exception of an oh-so
sultry version of "Wonderful Tonight") over-justicies the studio versions by a football field's length. For reference, just listen
to the closing solo on "Pretending."
Honorable.
And while the National Philharmonic
Orchestra accompaniment might be far
out of a few EC fans' league, the meticu1ously grandiose renditions of "Bell
Bottom Blues" and "Hard Times" are
damn silky when compared to their studio
versions.
On 24 Nights, the mortal one once
called '1God" proves he, in his time and in
his context, is in fact a rock and roll reli-·
gion worth converting to. Compared to
wallet-lining tour albums of such as the
Rolling Stones' Flashpoint and Paul
McCartney's Tripping The Live
Fantastic, 24 Nights works better based
solely on its delicate homage to the past as
well as its ability to bring it into the future.
Because it can re-define the past without
distorting it, 24 Nights is probably the
best live album in the last five years.
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ndy Arney
page Jc

e a~quired in 1987.
1986 Gary Sinise was the artisector of Steppenwolf and asked
be associate art director," he ·
"Then in 1987 when Gary go_t
ct a movie I became the artistic
or. "
ise's directorial debut was "Miles
Home," which starred Richard
In the movie, several Step-penplayed major parts in the film.
ht or nine Steppenwolf actors
d roles," he said. "Kevin
son, who played the theater
er in 'Sleeping With The Enplayed Gere's younger brother."
t a part too. I learned how to
combine and castrate pigs," he
ha laugh.
rtistic director, Arney is in con"everything from choosing
and hiring directors to helping
plays," he explained.
ve Eich is the managing direche takes care of all the busispects. He takes care of budbusiness, tickets, subscriptions,
and so on."
entering Steppenwolf was due
to connections he made at
· e he was here, Arney founded
ips with Joan Allen and John
vich, two Eastern alums who
come stars in their own rights.
through these connections that
e to Chicago.
r graduating from Eastern in
and marrying his high school
eart - Mary Ellis, who played
e of him in an Effingham High
I production of "Flowers for
on" - Arney attended Illinois
niversity in NormaLfor_a mas~
ree in Theater Arts.
graduation, he received the
Malkovich asking if he and
d want to move to Chicago.
the time, I wasn't sure where
going to go and I knew about
ppenwolf theater and I was
ited," he said.
1980 to 1984 he was a freeor and appeared in about 12
lays in Steppenwolf. During
, he was also teaching acting
ecting classes at Columbia
in Chicago.
ing, though, was not some-

Theater professor remembers
Arney as ·an Eastern student
C.P. Blanchette, a professor in
Eastern's thea't er department, said
there was something that made
Distinguished Alumnus Award recipient Randy Arney stand out.
"Randy was, in my opinion, a marvelous student," Blanchette said:
"When he wasn't in class, you just
knew there was something missing."
"He has such a vibrance and
warmth and a sense of humor that
just permeated the entire atmosphere," he added. "He was fun to be
around, the kind of person you would
just want to like you."
The 1978 graduate said he
thought he reached the big time
when Arney was cast as Billy Bibbitt
in One Flew over the Cukoo's Nest,
his first play at Eastern.
"I felt I had reached big time,"
Arney said. "I was surro1,mded by

more actors and directors (than in
high school) because they came from
all over the state. I felt glad to work
at the next level oi expertise."
Blanchette said one of the best
things about working with Arney was
his general attitude about circumstances. "He could always see the
humor in things, and on stage he was
always crazy - those are the kind of
people I like," he said.
Although Arney had experience in
theater from high school, Blanchette
said he could see Arney growing as
an actor.
"You could see his talent mature
(with each play)," Blanchette said.
"When you do a play, you can see
talent here and talent there and it's
time that takes it (to develop)."
Randy Arney - 1991

D.C.

thing foreign for Arney. At Eastern, about our first play," he said. "It's
Arney completed teacher certification exactly the same over the years
classes and had student taught at between the two of us. We knew what
Stephan Decatur High School in to expect of each other. But each play ·
Decatur prior to graduation.
.is different. In ("Cuckoo's Nest") we
In 1984, Arney was invited to played nurse and patient, but in this
become an ensemble member of the one ("Possessions") we play husband
troupe and has continued to act and and wife. Joan and I are able to bring
direct there ever since. Some of the our life experience together."
plays he has recently participated in
Togetherness is a main component
include a stage presentation of John of the Steppenwolf Theater. Its
Steinbeck's "The Grapes of Wrath" founders were college friends who
and Sam Shepard's "Curse of the decided to form a theater company.
Starving Class."
"The company started as a group of
__ JILadditia.nJo winning_the..Jony - college-kids-who-moved to Chirago.
award, Arney has also recently received All of us were in a group together
a Joseph Jefferson nomination for best since we were 18 or 19 years old and
director for Curse. The award, he said, now were in our 30s," Arney said, his
is Chicago's version of the Tony.
cheerful voice becoming quite serious.
"Earthly Possessions," a play adap"We attribute our success because
tation of Anne Tyler's novel which we know each other, we trust our
just closed a few weeks ago, reunited work. Togetherness is the bond we
Arney and Allen on stage. In Arney's create to better work on stage.
first pl~y at Eastern, "One Flew Over
"Many times a play is done by
the Cuckoo's Nest," he played Billy actors who have to literally introduce
Bibbitt, a patient of Allen's Nurse themselves and in three weeks that
Hatched. Arney commented on what have to perform the play," he added.
it was like performing with Allen "We feel that because we know each
again after all these years.
other well enough the product is
"Joanie and I were just laughing bound to be better. It's not unlike a

sports team that works together."
Arney credits Mary, his wife of 13
years, to sticking by him and said she
is one of his motivators.
"She's had great influence on me,"
he said. "It takes a pretty special person to tolerate !ife of the theater animal.
"It takes patience, support, under~
standing because it's such a gypsy-like
lifestyle," he added. '
As far as other influences, he credits a few of Eastern's faculty.
"Professionally (former Theater
Arts professor) Dr~ Gabbard and
(Theater Arts instructor) C.P.
Blanchette and the late Dr. Gerald
Sullivan all helped me," he said. "The
one thing I got from Clarence was the
ideal of what theater can be as an art
form. He's so serious about his work.
"Dr. Sullivan was the first one to
take a shot on me and they all instilled
in me what theater can be and is," he
added. "Yes, it must be fun, but there
is a higher reason for doing it. It
'enlightens the aµdience.
"They helped me take the art of
playing seriously.''
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Griffith's Hotel worth visiting
Nanci Griffith
Late Night Grande Hotel
MCA

By PENNY N. WFAVER
Try to classify Nanci Griffith's music - is it country? rock
and roll? pop? folk? - and you'll
come up with one conclusion: It
can't be done.
Griffith has been classified as
country, has hit the pop charts,
and self-described as "folkabilly."
What she and her music are is
indefinable.
Griffith's nine albums to date
have gone from a basic country,
fiddles and guitars sound on
Poet in My Window (1978) and
Last of the True Believers
(1986) to a more pop sound in
Storms (1989). Most of her
songs - whether she wrote them
or not - are reflective, philosophical and socially aware.
She's not an artist who conforms to what "should" be in a
song, and that fact alone pulls
her right out of the classification
of country music.
· Although Griffith's latest
album, Late Night Grande
Hotel, isn't like her other
albums in terms of style, it certainly follows her precedent of
quality. Griffith is one artist in
whose albums you can always

expect to find time, thoughtfulness and quality.
Griffith, the first to record
Julie Gold's Grammy-awardwinning "From a Distance," has
another of Gold's songs on
Late Night Grande Hotel,
"Heaven," and it is clearly
another work of art from Gold.
The song, as well as Griffith's
voice, is delicate, light and
hopeful, yet at the same time
sad, mellow and wishful. The
song, in combination with
Griffith's voice, are a steady in
Griffith's style - a philosophical,
sad-yet-happy, wishful, hopeful
swirl of feelings that she puts in
at least a few songs on every
album she records.
Each song on this album
holds a different sort of captivity
over the listener, but other
standouts are the title song,
where Griffith shows a glimpse
of the loneliness of living from
hotel to hotel, especially where
she says "'cause livin' alone is all
I've ever done well;" "Down 'n'
Outer" - a moving, touching
song about the homeless, where
Griffith brings the plight of
those without a home to everyone's doorstep; "One Blade Shy
of a Sharp Edge," a stabbing
poke at playboy Republicans
where the music and Griffith's
voice combine to have a good
time at making fun of rich old

BATTERY SPECIALIS
1519 Madison
Charleston
Mon.-Fri. 8 - 5

men; and "It's Too Late," with
its perfect melodies and harmonies, a song about how crazy
love is.
Whether you like country
music or rock and roll, or the
blues and jazz, Late Night
Grand Hotel - like all of
Griffith's past works - is a place
where you'll find something you
like. She's been best described
as a "songwriter's songwriter,"
and here at the Hotel, she
defines that term.
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Mama Lou's 4 o'clock club
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West Park
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(FREE SNACKS)
Ribeye Steak Sandwich $3. 95 (AIL DAY)
Delicious chicken wings (6 for $1.50)
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Daily 11-2
Beer Garden Open
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